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Preface to ”Electronic Noses for Biomedical
Applications and Environmental Monitoring”
Electronic noses are bioinspired instruments that mimic the biological sense of smell. They are 
based on the use of gas sensors or biosensors combined with pattern recognition methods. Both topics 
have experienced great advances in the last few years: Chemical sensors have improved their 
metrological parameters, such as the limit of detection, the linearity of the response signal, sensitivity, 
selectivity, response time, and repeatability. The second involved the development of advanced 
embedded or remote signal and data analysis techniques, including big data and cloud computing. 
One of the main advantages of the use of electronic noses is the reduced cost, size, and ease 
of use, compared to traditional measurement systems, without the need for prior separation of 
the particular components of a gaseous mixture, which significantly reduces the time for a single 
analysis. For these reasons, the area of possible applications of electronic olfaction has been 
increasing over time. This Special Issue is devoted to the most recent technical developments 
in the area of electronic nose technology, including their design, chemical sensors and biosensors 
used, instrumentation systems for laboratory or field monitoring, personal systems and wearables, 
innovative data processing techniques, and also their implementation, in particular for biomedical 
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Abstract: Tin oxide nanofibres (NFs) are used as nanosensors in electronic noses. Their performance
is compared to that of oxide commercial chemical sensors for pollutant detection. NFs were
grown by electrospinning and deposited onto silicon substrates with integrated micro-hotplates.
NF morphology was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The NFs presented high
sensitivity to NO2 at low temperature.
Keywords: nanofibres; tin oxide; electronic nose; NO2; pollution; electrospinning; low detection
temperature
1. Introduction
Pollution monitoring is the key to air quality management. The concentration of air pollutants is
measured at network reference stations using precise analytical instruments consisting of bulky, heavy,
and difficult-to-use high energy-consumption equipment. Thus, the number of available stations is
limited due to high operation and maintenance costs. The stations are preferentially located in urban
areas, although in many cases they are far from the main sources of pollution. However, in rural areas
with few inhabitants and in remote or inaccessible areas, the measuring stations and therefore the
pollution data are not available.
Currently, the most promising alternative for monitoring atmospheric pollutants is the use of
electronic noses formed by a sensor array. The first step in the development of electronic noses
for environmental applications is reducing the cost of sensors. These sensors are required, besides
their low cost, to be autonomous, easy to use, reliable and accurate. Their size, weight, and energy
consumption must also be reduced [1]. Resistive sensors of metal oxide semiconductors (MOX) are
suitable candidates for the development of low-cost, high-performance sensors due to the simplicity
of the physical magnitude involved in the measurement (resistance) and the high sensibility to toxic
gases. In particular, nanostructured materials are the most appropriate strategy to minimize some of
the current problems with gas sensors (lack of sensitivity, power consumption, and stability).
In this work, we present the development of tin oxide nanosensors for electronic noses (e-noses).
The two main applications of e-noses in the environment are pollution and odour monitoring. Due to
the increased interest in this field and in order to improve potential use of instrumental odour
monitoring, including sensors or e-noses, a new working group (WG41) started in 2015 within the
framework of the European Committee of Standardization (CEN/TC264 Air Quality). The objective
of this group was to propose a new European standard for instrumental odour monitoring [2].
Applications of electronic noses in the environment can be found in several works, some based
on MOX [3] or amperimetric commercial sensors [4]. Other types of e-noses are those based on surface
acoustic wave (SAW) sensors [5]. Biomimetic artificial noses, including whole-cell olfactory receptor
protein and odorant binding protein (OBP)-based biosensors are also being studied [6]. Portable
devices are being developed for the measurement of urban pollution [7–9].
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Gas sensors based on sensitive layers of one-dimensional metal oxide (1D) nanostructures have
shown superior performance to bulk sensors due to their large surface area–volume ratio and their
dimensions being comparable to the extent of the surface charge region [10–12]. Tin oxide is still the
most important material used for the detection of atmospheric polluting gases, and its most outstanding
characteristics with respect to other semiconductors are its high sensitivity at low temperatures and low
cost. One-dimensional SnO2 nanostructures (nanowires, nanobelts, nanoribbons, nanofibres, etc) can be
synthesized using several methods like laser ablation, chemical vapour deposition, electro-deposition,
thermal evaporation, rapid oxidation and electrospinning [13–16].
Electrospinning is a simple, versatile and economic technique that allows fibres to be obtained at
micro and nanometric scales [17,18]. The electrospinning process began to be employed in conventional
organic polymers of high molecular weight [19] and in the last decade has been used for the preparation
of semiconductor oxide fibres from polymer solutions incorporating metallic precursors [20–22].
The process involves the application of an electrostatic field to a polymer solution with a certain
viscosity and when the electric field strength is greater than the surface tension, the polymer solution
is expelled to a collector in the form of a fibre.
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is one of the major air pollutants, especially in large cities. NO2 is an
oxidizing gas whose main emission sources are combustion processes (heating, power generation and
engines in vehicles and ships). Its effect on human health can be both short-term (causing significant
inflammation of the respiratory tract) and long-term (affecting organs such as the liver and spleen,
systems such as the circulatory system and the immune system, which in turn leads to lung infections
and respiratory failure) [23]. In addition, nitrogen oxides alter the environment by contributing to
the acidification and eutrophication (excess nitrogen nutrients) of terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems,
leading to a loss of life in animals and plants and changes in species diversity [24].
The NO2 exposure limit values recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO) [25]
are shown in Table 1. These low concentration ranges cannot be detected by commercial sensors at
low temperature.
Table 1. NO2 limit values recommended by the WHO.
Average Annual Average Hourly
40 μg/m3 (0.02 ppm) 200 μg/m
3 (0.11 ppm)
not to exceed more than 18 h per year
The European Commission [26] has urged member states to implement air quality management
plans that ensure compliance with the standards set by the EU air quality directive [27] no later
than 2020. Air pollution monitoring is a key air quality management task, for which the Air Quality
Directive (AQD) opts for a strategy based on a network of a limited number of fixed stations, equipped
with precision analytical instruments, which has some drawbacks.
Measuring equipment is bulky, heavy, difficult to use, and consumes a lot of energy. Equipment
costs, operation, and maintenance are high. In many cases, the stations are located far away from
areas of high traffic density where the greatest local increases in air pollution occur. A small number
of these stations dispersed in a city allows data to be obtained with hourly resolution, but at a
small number of points. In emergency situations, decisions are based on real-time measurements or,
in the absence of such measurements, on predictive models of the distribution of pollutants in the
atmosphere, the usefulness of which depends on the degree of validation of the models. Thus, although
stations accurately measure air pollution, their spatial representativeness and temporal resolution are
insufficient to capture the spatial–temporal variability of air pollution.
Although the AQD does not consider sensors as reference instruments, it does open the door to
the use of sensors for indicative measurements, for which it sets less restrictive quality objectives. It is
estimated that the use of low-cost, low-consumption sensors that meet AQD quality standards for
indicative measurements would allow a 50% reduction in the minimum number of stations [28].
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The new generation of sensors finds application (unregulated) in sectors such as personal and
community monitoring of air quality, traffic management, estimation of exposure to air pollution,
R&D, and environmental education, in which there are numerous business opportunities.
In this work, two prototypes of electronic noses for environmental applications based on low-cost
sensors are described. The low-cost sensors tested were nanostructured tin oxide materials (nanofibres)
obtained by an economical and versatile process (electrospinning) and commercial sensors. The sensor
responses to low concentrations of NO2 [29] in controlled air atmospheres are also presented and
discussed. We obtained good responses even at room temperature.
These nanofibre-based tin oxide resistive sensors can be incorporated into an electronic nose and
could be used for air quality control.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and tin chloride (II) pentahydrate (SnCl4·5H2O) were used as precursor
materials and distilled water was used as a solvent. PVA with an average molecular weight of
80,000 g/mol and SnCl4·5H2O were supplied by Sigma–Aldrich Química (Madrid, Spain).
2.2. Preparation of Precursor Solution
First, an aqueous PVA solution (11% wt.) was prepared by dissolving PVA in distilled water and
heating at 80 ◦C, under stirring for 2 h. Next, SnCl4·5H2O was added and the solution was cooled to
room temperature, with stirring during cooling.
2.3. Synthesis of Tin Oxide Nanofibres
The SnO2 nanofibres (NFs) were prepared by an electrospinning process. The precursor solution
(PVA + SnCl4·5H2O) was loaded into a syringe equipped with a metallic needle. A positive voltage
of 19 kV was applied to the needle tip and the metal collector was grounded. The solution flow rate
was 2 μL/min and the distance between the needle tip and the collector (silicon substrate) was 6 cm.
Details of the electrospinning system are described in a previous work [30]. All sensors were prepared
in the same conditions and NFs were grown onto micromachined silicon substrates with integrated
heaters that allowed the calcination of the nanofibres in the test cell. The NFs were calcined at 500 ◦C
for 4 h in air, obtaining nanofibres of SnO2.
2.4. Experimental Setup of the E-Nose System
Electronic Noses
Two electronic noses were developed: WiNOSE 5.0 for the nanosensors (R1, R2 and R3
nanofibre-based tin oxide sensors) and WiNOSE 6.0 for the commercial sensors. The schematics
of both e-noses were very similar. The main difference between them is that the former is intended
for laboratory use and the latter is a hand-held device that can also be used in the field [31]. Figure 1
shows the schematics of the WiNOSE. Details of the electronics can be found in [32].
The gases were generated by the dynamic dilution of bottles of 2 ppmv of NO2 in synthetic
air. The sensors were heated to several temperatures using the resistances integrated into the
micro-machined sensors and controlled by the electronic nose. The electronic nose and the gas
generation instrumentation were controlled by a custom LabVIEW software that also registered the
measurements to a computer. Figure 2 shows the scheme of the experimental set-up to measure
the sensors.
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Figure 1. WiNOSE schematics.
 
Figure 2. Scheme of the experimental design to measure the sensors.
Detections were carried out in air at temperatures ranging from 25 to 200 ◦C, with a constant flow
of 200 mL/min. The NO2 concentrations varied from 0.1 to 0.5 ppmv with an exposure time of 10 min.
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2.5. Sensor Tested
The WiNOSE 5.0 using three tin oxide NF nanosensors (R1, R2 and R3) was prepared with
the same procedure. The silicon substrates of the sensors had integrated microheaters that allowed
the sensitive layers to be heated and interdigitated electrodes (IDTs) to measure the sensitive layer
resistance. The substrates with sensitive layers of tin oxide NFs covering the surface of the IDTs were
mounted in a standard TO-8 package for the electrical characterization of the sensors. The TO-8 device
was placed in the stainless-steel test cell inside the apparatus.
The WiNOSE 6.0 uses eight state-of-the-art commercial metal-oxide (MOX) microsensors, CC801
and CC803 (Cambridge CMOS Sensors Ltd., Cambridge, UK), operating at different temperatures.
CC801 is intended for monitoring indoor air quality including carbon monoxide (CO) and a wide range
of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), while CC803 is aimed at the detection of ethanol. However,
like the majority of MOX sensors, they are also sensitive to NO2.
3. Results
3.1. Morphological Characterization of Tin Oxide Nanofibres
The fibres were randomly distributed on the substrate forming porous interlaced networks, as
can be seen in the SEM images (Figure 3). In general, the fibres had nanometric diameters from 40 to
50 nm and their lengths reached several tens of microns. The nanofibres were constituted by multitude
of nanograins whose diameters were less than 15 nm, as calculated from the broadening of the X-ray
diffraction peaks in a previous work [30]. The nanograins were evenly distributed in the fibres, forming
a porous nanostructure (Figure 3b).
Figure 3. SEM micrographs of tin oxide NFs produced by electrospinning after calcination (500 ◦C in
air for 4 h). (a) magnification 35000; (b) magnification 100000.
3.2. WiNOSE 5.0
The WiNOSE 5.0 consists of the three tin oxide NF nanosensors (R1, R2 and R3). The sensors were
exposed to different NO2 concentrations in the sub-ppmv range (0.1 to 1 ppmv). Figure 4 shows the
sensor resistance changes in the detection processes. At room temperature, the resistance changed
only with concentrations higher than 0.1 ppmv NO2. However, at 150 and 200 ◦C, the sensor detected
0.1 ppmv NO2 with a response (R = (R/Ra), where Ra and R stand for the sensor resistance in air
and under exposure to NO2, respectively) of 1.42 and 1.37, respectively. While the responses were
high at temperatures below 200 ◦C, the response times were slow. At low temperature, the sensors
did not reach saturation during the exposure time to NO2, although the resistance changes were
observed after 2 min of exposure. Both the response and recovery processes depended on the operating
5
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temperature. At 200 ◦C, the responses obtained were lower than those reached at 150 ◦C. However,
the sensors reached saturation at 200 ◦C during exposure to NO2 and at this temperature, the response
and recovery times were lower than at 150 ◦C.
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Figure 4. Response curves of the R2 sensor to NO2 at different temperatures: (a) room temperature
and (b) 150 and 200 ◦C.
Figure 5 shows the responses achieved in the detection of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1 ppmv NO2 at different
temperatures with the R1 and R2 sensors. No remarkable differences were observed. The response of
the R3 sensor was very similar to that of the other two. All sensors tested had a maximum sensitivity
at 150 ◦C. Therefore, the optimum detection temperature may be between 150 and 200 ◦C.
In order to check the long-term repeatability and reliability of the sensors, the detections were
repeated after 10 weeks. The response curves obtained after inactive periods were similar (Figure 6),
which confirms the reproducibility of the results. At 10 weeks, an increase of the sensors’ resistance
was observed due to a slow aging process via interaction with surrounding gases. These increases
were more evident as the operating temperature of the sensor became higher.
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Figure 5. Response of the R1 (a) and R2 (b) sensors (sensitive layer of tin oxide NFs) to low NO2
concentrations at different operating temperatures.






















































Figure 6. Repeatability of the R1 and R3 sensors exposed to different concentrations of NO2. Response
curves of R1and R3: (a) initially, (b) after 10 weeks.
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Calibrations of Nanosensors
The responses of the R1, R2 and R3 sensors to NO2 were measured at 25 ◦C, 50 ◦C, 100 ◦C and
200 ◦C to determine the best operating temperature and the possibility of operating these sensors at
low temperatures. In order to study more accurately the performance of the sensors, calibration curves
were calculated and analysed for various temperatures. The responses of two of the sensors (R1 and
R3) tested for NO2 detection (between 0.1 and 2 ppmv) were used for calibration. An ortho-normal
calibration [33] was performed and the RMS and R2 of the calibrations were calculated, as shown
in Figure 7. This calculation was repeated for each sensor and each temperature, and the results are
compiled in Table 2. To test the combined power of the two sensors, we also carried out a partial least
squares (PLS) regression with both sensors as independent variables and the concentration of NO2
as the dependent variable. The PLS was validated and evaluated by leave-one-out cross validation.
This validation consisted of a loop in which every point was selected once. Then the rest of the points
were used to compute a calibration that was used to predict the concentration of the point left out.
This prediction was compared with the real concentration. The results can also be seen in Table 2.
  
°
Figure 7. Calibration of the R1 and R3 sensor at 200 ◦C.
Table 2. Errors of the different calibrations.
T (◦C) RMS R1 RMS R3 RMS PLS R2 R1 R2 R3 R2 PLS
25 0.186 0.0288 0.328 0.993 0.997 0.992
50 0.159 0.090 0.140 0.989 0.989 0.998
100 0.106 0.059 0.267 0.998 0.987 0.979
150 0.539 0.025 0.473 0.999 0.995 0.969
200 0.119 0.246 0.772 0.954 0.996 0.840
250 0.321 0.034 0.176 0.903 0.999 0.975
300 0.345 0.227 2.212 0.976 0.964 0.864
3.3. WiNOSE 6.0
Measurements of low NO2 concentrations were performed at several temperatures ranging from
20 ◦C to 350 ◦C. Meaningful responses were only obtained above 250 ◦C. Figure 8 shows the response
of the two types of commercial sensors at 255 ◦C and 350 ◦C. The same analysis as for the calibration
was carried out for the commercial sensors and the results are summarized in Table 3.
8
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Figure 8. Response of the commercial sensors to low NO2 concentrations at two operating temperatures.
Table 3. Errors of the different calibrations for the commercial sensors.
T (◦C) RMS S801 RMS S803 RMS PLS R2 S801 R2 S803 R2 PLS
255 0.008 0.043 1.197 0.990 0.987 0.941
350 0.372 0.006 0.695 0.949 0.989 0.984
4. Discussion
In the detection processes, the resistance changes occurred with the adsorption of gaseous
molecules on the sensitive surface. Nanostructures were considered for gas detection applications
due to their high surface area–volume ratio. In this work, the nanostructures—porous nanofibre
networks—were composed of many nanograins that favoured the adsorption of gases.
The sensor calibrations had low errors, especially around 50–100 ◦C, and a lower error at room
temperature. At higher temperatures, the sensors probably experienced some instability and the
measurements had a much higher variability, which reflected the weaker performance. The sensors
showed a good linear response in the concentration range tested. The combination of both sensors
in a multilinear calibration was validated and the results were better estimated because the stricter
validation and the aggregation of both sensors on a single performance was validated. The PLS had
low error that tended to increase with the temperature and showed very good performance at 50 ◦C.
The sensors based on nanofibres had better low-temperature performance than commercial
sensors and also better than that reported in the literature (Table 4). The references showed that NO2
concentrations lower than 0.5 ppm were detected and that the sensors would operate at moderate
temperatures generally higher than 150 ◦C. Most of the references of the sensitive layers corresponded
to complex nanostructures prepared by hydrothermal methods (due to difficulty to control the process,
and problems of reliability and reproducibility). Although there are usually references for the sensor
response (RNO2/Rair), there is no detail of the sensor resistance. The commercial sensors used in this
work, did not have any significant response below 250 ◦C, but they showed a more stable response
with lower errors in the calibration for higher temperatures.
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In2O3 (nanorod clusters) 0.5 150 41 [34]
ZnO (nanowires) 0.5 225 18 [35]
SnO2 (nanowires) 0.5 200 17 [36]
SnO2 (hierarchical leaf-like) 0.5 65 7 [37]
SnO2 (nanofibrefibres) 0.1/0.5 25 1.16/1.93 This work
5. Conclusions
The results confirm that electrospun tin oxide nanostructured sensors can be used as sensors in
electronic noses for environmental applications due to their high response to low NO2 concentrations,
even at room temperature. They will allow for the development of new low-cost, low-consumption,
sensor-based smart systems for the detection of gases. The adequate distribution of sensor networks
(electronic noses) can provide information on pollution variation in large areas.
In future work, the humidity effect and ozone interference on sensor responses will be studied.
In order to improve the sensor performance, catalytic metals (Au, Pd, and Ag) or graphene will be
incorporated into the nanofibres. These additives will increase the sensor response at low temperatures
and accelerate the processes of absorption and desorption.
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Abstract: Campylobacter spp infection affects more than 200,000 people every year in Europe and in
the last four years a trend shows an increase in campylobacteriosis. The main vehicle for transmission
of the bacterium is contaminated food like meat, milk, fruit and vegetables. In this study, the aim was
to find characteristic volatile organic compounds (VOCs) of C. jejuni in order to detect its presence
with an array of metal oxide (MOX) gas sensors. Using a starting concentration of 103 CFU/mL,
VOCs were analyzed using Gas-Chromatography Mass-Spectrometry (GC-MS) with a Solid-Phase
Micro Extraction (SPME) technique at the initial time (T0) and after 20 h (T20). It has been found
that a Campylobacter sample at T20 is characterized by a higher number of alcohol compounds
that the one at T0 and this is due to sugar fermentation. Sensor results showed the ability of the
system to follow bacteria curve growth from T0 to T20 using Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
In particular, this results in a decrease of ΔR/R0 value over time. For this reason, MOX sensors are a
promising technology for the development of a rapid and sensitive system for C. jejuni.
Keywords: Campylobacter jejuni; VOCs; GC-MS SPME; nanowire sensors; PCA
1. Introduction
Nowadays we live in the safest environment regarding the food industry. Organizations as EFSA
(European Food Safety Agency), WHO (World Health Organization), and FAO (Food and Agriculture
Organization) determine, organize and rule all the regulations that control every single aspect of food
safety, security and trading. Even if the risk perception regarding the food industry is not one of
the first concerns of the population in non-developing countries [1,2], food poisoning is still the first
cause of hospitalization in the world. The CDC (Center of Disease Control) estimates that each year
48 million people get sick from a foodborne illness, 128,000 are hospitalized and 3000 die just in the
USA [3].
The FoodNet (Foodborne Diseases Active Surveillance Network) division of the CDC affirms
in its 2017 report that the incidence of infections per 100,000 people was highest for Campylobacter
spp and Salmonella spp from 2016 to 2017, which is similar to previous years. The situation in Europe
for Campylobacter spp infections is illustrated by the Campylobacteriosis-Annual epidemiological
report published the 30 January of 2017 by the ECDC (European Center of Disease Control) from
data collected in 2014 [4]. The report affirms that 240,379 confirmed cases were reported in 2014
with a rate of campylobacteriosis of 59.8 cases per 100,000 population in the EU/EEA, representing
a 13% increase compared with the previous year. Human campylobacteriosis was more common in
children below five years of age and in general was slightly higher for males than females across all
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age groups. Campylobacteriosis shows a clear seasonality, with a sharp peak of cases in July, trend that
it is confirmed by the CDC as well. At the beginning of the summer of 2018 in Pescara (Italy), 180 cases
of intoxicated children were reported and identified as campylobacteriosis infection.
The most representative etiologic agent for campylobacteriosis is Campylobacter jejuni. It is a
slender, spirally curved rod that possesses a single polar flagellum at one or both ends of the cell.
It is oxidase and catalase positive, is microaerophilic, requiring small amounts of oxygen (3–6%) for
growth; its optimum growth temperatures on solid media are 37 ◦C, and it grows well at pH 5.5–8.0.
C. jejuni is associated with warm-blooded animals, in fact a large percentage of all major livestock
animals have been shown to contain these organisms in their feces [5,6]. Some strains of C. jejuni
produce a thermolabile enterotoxin (CJT), that has been reported to have some similar properties with
the enterotoxins of Vibrio cholerae (CT) and Escherichia coli (LT) [7,8].
Many livestock warm-blooded animals can carry in their intestines, liver and giblets cells of
C. jejuni that can be transferred to other edible parts of an animal when it’s slaughtered. In the USA in
2014, National Antimicrobial Resistance Monitoring System (NARMS) testing found C. jejuni on 33%
of raw chicken bought from retailers [9]. Campylobacter spp infection can also be transmitted through
unpasteurized milk ingestion when a cow has C. jejuni cells in its udder or when milk is contaminated
with manure [10]. Moreover, most problematic foods regarding Campylobacter spp infection are those
consumed raw, such as fruits and vegetables that can be contaminated through contact with soil
containing feces from cows, birds or other animals [11]. Animal feces can also contaminate water
sources, such as lakes and streams.
Today there are many techniques that can be used in the identification of this type of
contamination, many of which have limits related to the collection time of responses, high complexity
or the possibility of being reused several times.
In the last few years, different kinds of sensors have been developed for C. jejuni detection.
They are essentially DNA-biosensors, of which specificity is due to oligonucleotide probes covalently
immobilized on the sensing surface. Several optical [12], acoustic [13] and electrochemical [14]
techniques have been proposed for traducing the hybridization with the specific target nucleic acid
to the pathogen detection [15]. As an example, quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) immunosensors,
using monoclonal and polyclonal antibody systems coupled with the use of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)
to increase the sensitivity, were used [16]. In this way, a limit of detection (LOD) of 104 CFU/mL was
reached; however, this kind of sensor is limited to a single use and consequently does not have a low
usage cost. The same LOD was reached using a colorimetric aptasensor, that can be used for on-line
applications and gives its response in 30 min [17].
As an example, to overcome time consumption and single-use limitations, approaches based
on nanowire gas sensor technology could be employed. Nanowire gas sensors base their action
principle on the analysis and recognition of the volatile fingerprint of a determinate sample. This kind
of approach has already been applied successfully in many different fields as human microbiota
monitoring [18], and environmental monitoring [19,20]. In particular, regarding food microbial
contamination, nanowire tech was able to recognize the presence of a determinate microorganism
throughout the set of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) emitted when growing in a determinate
matrix [21–23]. In comparison with the aforementioned sensor technologies, nanowire gas sensors
exhibit advantages of nanostructured materials such as long-term stability for sustained operations,
high rate surface/area, drastically reduced time of response and the possibility to be reused as well.
In this study, an array of these sensors has been used inside a portable device called Small Sensor
System (S3), described in detail in Section 2.3.
The aim of this work was to find and identify the VOCs set that characterizes C. jejuni through
Gas-Chromatography Mass-Spectrometry (GC-MS) and to assess the capability of S3 to distinguish
between samples inoculated with this microorganism and control specimens to follow C. jejuni temporal
development. The success of this study can lay the foundation to deepen the research in this field in
order to use S3 as a tool for prevention of illness and food quality control in the future.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Samples Preparation
Samples were prepared using C. jejuni subsp. jejuni type strain purchased from DMSZ,
DSM number 4688, (ATCC 33560, CCUG 11284, CIP 702, NCTC 11351) and Brain Heart Infusion
Broth (BHI) media purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Merck). Tubes containing 9 mL of sterile BHI were
inoculated with C. jejuni cells and were aerobically incubated for 24 h at 35 ◦C in order to produce
enough biomass to proceed with the next step of analysis. After the incubation, the culture was used
to inoculate tubes of sterile BHI media in order to realize the same optical density (OD) of the number
3 standard of McFarland that corresponds to a concentration of 9 × 108 CFU (Colony Forming Unit) by
mL [24]. Subsequently, serial dilutions using sterile BHI media were performed until the concentration
was decreased by 4 orders of magnitude to 9 × 104 CFU/mL. This concentration was used for the
inoculation of the analyzed vials.
Sterile chromatography 20 mL vials containing 4 mL of BHI were inoculated with 100 μL of the
9 × 104 CFU/mL solution reaching a final concentration of 2.20 × 103 CFU/mL. Control vials were
performed as well keeping the vials containing 4 mL of BHI with no inoculum. Furthermore, in order
to control the effective number of cells at the beginning and the end of the analysis, a plate count
technique was applied using four plates for each time (T0 and T20).
2.2. GC-MS Analysis
The Gas Chromatograph (GC) used during the analyses was a Shimadzu GC2010 PLUS (Kyoto,
KYT, Japan), equipped with a Shimadzu single quadrupole Mass Spectrometer (MS) MS-QP2010 Ultra
(Kyoto, KYT, Japan) and an autosampler HT280T (HTA s.r.l., Brescia, Italy). The GC-MS analysis was
coupled with the Solid-Phase Micro Extraction (SPME) method in order to find the most characteristic
VOCs for each sample.
The fiber used for the adsorption of volatiles was a DVB/CAR/PDMS-50/30 μm (Supelco Co.,
Bellefonte, PA, USA). The fiber was exposed to the headspace of the vials after heating and shaking the
samples in the HT280T oven, thermostatically regulated at 40 ◦C for 15 min, with the aim of creating
the headspace equilibrium. The length of the fiber in the headspace was kept constant. Desorption of
volatiles took place in the injector of the GC-MS for 6 min at 240 ◦C.
The gas chromatograph was operated in the direct mode throughout the run, with the mass
spectrometer in electron ionization (EI) mode (70 eV). GC separation was performed on a MEGA-WAX
capillary column (30 m × 0.25 mm × 0.25 μm, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Ultrapure
helium (99.99%) was used as the carrier gas, at the constant flow rate of 1.5 mL/min. The following
GC oven temperature programming was applied. At the beginning, the column was held at 40 ◦C for
3.5 min, and then raised from 40 to 90 ◦C at 5 ◦C/min. Next, the temperature was raised from 90 ◦C to
220 ◦C, with a rate of 12 ◦C/min; finally, 220 ◦C was maintained for 7 min.
The GC-MS interface was kept at 200 ◦C. The mass spectra were collected over the range of 40
to 500 m/z in the Total Ion Current (TIC) mode, with scan intervals at 0.3 s. The identification of the
volatile compounds was carried out using the NIST11 and the FFNSC2 libraries of mass spectra.
Four samples were analyzed: control and C. jejuni at times T0 and T20.
2.3. S3 Analysis
The S3 device used in the present work has been completely designed and constructed at SENSOR
Laboratory (University of Brescia, Brescia, Italy) in collaboration with NASYS S.r.l., a spin-off of the
University of Brescia, Brescia, Italy. It has been described in other works [25–28]. Briefly, the tool
comprises three parts: Pneumatic components that transfer VOCs from the headspace of samples to
the sensing chamber; electronic boards that manage the acquisition and transmission of the data from
the device to the dedicated Web-App and allow the synchronization between S3 and the auto-sampler;
and a sensing chamber, that can host from five to ten different metal oxide (MOX) gas sensors and is
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thermostatically isolated in order to avoid any influence of the surrounding environment. To function
properly, sensors need a reference value that has been obtained by filtering the ambient air with a
small metal cylinder (21.5 cm in length, 5 cm in diameter) filled with activated carbons.
Eight MOX gas sensors were used. Three of them are MOX nanowire [29,30]. Two of them are tin
oxide nanowires sensors, both grown by means of the Vapor Liquid Solid technique [31], using a gold
catalyst on the alumina substrate and functionalizing one of them with gold clusters; the third sensor
has an active layer of copper oxide nanowires. The working temperature is 350 ◦C, 350 ◦C and 400 ◦C,
respectively. The other three sensors are prepared with Rheotaxial Growth and Thermal Oxidation
(RGTO) thin film technology [32]; one is tin oxide functionalized with gold clusters (working at 400 ◦C),
while the other two are pure tin oxide (working at 300 ◦C and at 400 ◦C, respectively). The last two are
commercial MOX sensors produced by Figaro Engineering Inc. (Osaka, Japan). In particular, they are
the TGS2611 and TGS2602, which are sensitive to natural gases and odorous gases like ammonia,
respectively, according to the datasheet of the company. Commercial sensors have been mounted on
our e-nose in order to evaluate the performances of nanowire sensors. Details of S3 sensors made at
SENSOR Laboratory are summarized in Table 1. Response to 5 ppm of ethanol, selectivity (response
ethanol/response carbon monoxide) and limit of detection (LOD) of ethanol are also included.
Table 1. Type, composition, morphology, operating temperature, response (ΔR/R), selectivity (response



















RGTO 400 ◦C 6.5 3 0.5
SnO2 (n) SnO2 RGTO 300 ◦C 3.5 2.5 1
SnO2 (n) SnO2 RGTO 400 ◦C 4 2 0.8
SnO2Au +
Au (n)
SnO2 grown with Au
and functionalized
with gold clusters
Nanowire 350 ◦C 7 2.5 0.5
SnO2Au (n) SnO2 grown with Au Nanowire 350 ◦C 5 2.1 1
CuO (p) CuO Nanowire 400 ◦C 1.5 1.5 1
The autosampler headspace system HT2010H (HTA s.r.l., Brescia, Italy) was coupled with S3.
It supports a 42-loading-sites carousel and a shaking oven to equilibrate the sample headspace. 40 vials
were placed in a randomized mode into the carousel. Among these vials, 5 were control samples
analyzed at times 2.5 h, 5.5 h, 8.5 h, 11.5 h and 14.5 h. Each vial was incubated at 40 ◦C for 10 min
in the autosampler oven. The sample headspace was then extracted from the vial in the dynamic
headspace path and released into the carried flow (100 sccm). The analysis timeline can be divided
into three different steps for a duration of 30 min per sample divided as follows: 5 min to analyze
samples, 5 min to clean the tube that carries VOCs from sample headspace to sensing chamber and
20 min to restore the baseline. Thanks to the processor integrated in the S3 instrument, the frequency
at which the equipment works is equal to 1 Hz.
2.4. S3 Data Analysis
Data analysis was performed using MATLAB® R2015a software (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
First of all, sensors responses in terms of resistance (Ω) were normalized when compared to the
first value of the acquisition (R0). For all the sensors, the difference between the first value and the
minimum value during the analysis time was calculated; hence, ΔR/R0 has been extracted as featured.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to this data matrix in order to evaluate the
ability of the system to follow variation over time of the number of bacteria and therefore also the
quantity of VOCs emitted.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. GC-MS Results
Chromatograms of analyzed samples were compared to highlight differences between control
samples and C. jejuni ones to see the variation of emitted VOCs in the headspace between T0 and T20.
The comparison between control and C. jejuni specimens at time T0 underlines no significant
differences in terms of number and amount of VOCs. In Table 2, the list of compounds with their
retention time (RT) and abundance in arbitrary unit is reported. Correlation coefficient has been
calculated to get how similar the two samples were; a value equal to 0.9965 has been obtained.
This proves that during the conditioning period of 15 min before fiber exposure in the GC injector,
C. jejuni VOCs production was too small to change headspace composition.
Table 2. List of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) for C. jejuni and control samples with their retention
times (RT) and abundance in arbitrary units at time T0.
RT VOC Abundance
Campylobacter Control
1.552 3-Butynol 5,488,041 5,289,186
2.674 Isovaleraldehyde 28,336,125 25,535,856
5.386 Dimethyl Disulfide 5,401,037 6,048,406
8.666 3-O-Methyl-D-fructose 912,105 904,062
9.281 1-Hydroperoxyheptane 533,178 418,838
12.332 2,5-Dimethylpyrazine 623,139 560,597
14.432 Nonanal 512,867 227,918
14.624 6-Methyloctadecane 549,617 794,739
15.419 4-Methyl-2-oxovaleric acid 457,664 412,957
15.805 2-Acetylamino-3-hydroxy-propionic acid 27,861 51,993
16.017 1-(2-Methoxy-1-methylethoxy)-2-propanol 519,216 240,149
16.372 Ethylhexanol 404,819 389,367
16.866 Benzaldehyde 12,509,648 13,515,034
17.430 3-Trifluoroacetoxydodecane 92,701 168,299
18.455 3-Hydroxycyclohexanone 145,875 206,891
18.695 Acetophenone 2,201,980 1,987,623
19.545 [(2-Ethylhexyl)methyl]oxirane 93,105 281,168
19.950 Methoxy-phenyl-oxime 1,545,714 1,301,333
20.871 Heptanoic acid 268,343 304,130
21.205 Benzyl alcohol 280,516 246,860
21.555 2-[2-(Benzyloxy)-1-(1-methoxy-1-methylethoxy)ethyl]oxirane 226,967 202,114
22.021 1-Dodecanol 222,887 482,480
22.465 Phenyl carbamate 51,364 93,104
23.580 Octanal 121,544 130,790
24.480 Octadecanal 131,841 76,150
25.078 2,6-Bis(tert-butyl)phenol 691,529 597,086
27.565 N,N-Dimethylformamide ethylene acetal 53,073 24,830
On the contrary, sample analysis after 20 h has indicated changes in vial headspace due to
microorganisms metabolic activity and to slow release of VOCs contained in BHI broth. In Table 3,
the list of VOCs is shown. Main differences between the specimens reside in the presence of
alcohol compounds, such as 1-pentanol, acetoin, 2,7-dimethyl-4,5-octanediol, 2-propyl-1-pentanol,
bicyclo[3.2.1]octan-6-ol, 1-nonanol, γ-methylmercaptopropyl alcohol and (9E)-9-hexadecen-1-ol
greater in C. jejuni samples than control one. This result points out how sugar fermentation
went on during a 20 h incubation period at 37 ◦C. Furthermore, this heating phase could also be
responsible for the formation of new compounds derived from pyrazine, like trimethylpyrazine and
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2-ethyl-3,6-dimethylpyrazine. In this case, the correlation coefficient is equal to 0.2666, indicating the
samples were strongly diverse.
Table 3. List of VOCs for C. jejuni and control samples with their retention times (RT) and abundance
in arbitrary units at time T20.
RT VOC Abundance
Campylobacter Control
1.540 3-Butynol 8,834,835 2,135,579
2.266 Isovaleraldehyde 221,889,809 3,852,176
4.142 Dimethyl Disulfide 42,167,678 0
8.377 1-Pentanol 236,112,172 0
9.229 Isoamyl Alcohol 0 737,186
10.673 Acetoin 1,974,910 0
11.125 2-Methylbutyl isovalerate 1,684,776 0
12.299 2,5-Dimethylpyrazine 0 693,770
14.400 Nonanal 0 123,487
14.483 Trimethylpyrazine 0 258,896
14.600 6-Methyloctadecane 0 60,501
15.275 2-Ethyl-3,6-dimethylpyrazine 243,733 0
15.392 4-Methyl-2-oxovaleric acid 454,870 273,645
15.702 Ammonium acetate 812,172 572,057
15.903 2,7-Dimethyl-4,5-octanediol 945,696 0
16.186 1-(2-Methoxy-1-methylethoxy)-2-propanol 0 79,930
16.295 2-Propyl-1-pentanol 308,880 0
16.340 Ethylhexanol 267,747 301,354
16.845 Benzaldehyde 0 14,760,479
17.366 1-Octanol 972,272 256,675
17.550 Bicyclo[3.2.1]octan-6-ol 164,638 0
17.946 2-Undecanone 103,647 0
18.419 3-Hydroxycyclohexanone 0 79,109
18.581 Benzeneacetaldehyde 5,087,169 0
18.668 Acetophenone 0 669,190
18.740 1-Nonanol 1,331,499 0
18.914 Methyl 4-hydroxybutanoate 0 204,876
19.446 γ-Methylmercaptopropyl alcohol 690,884 0
19.923 E-11,13-Tetradecadien-1-ol 2,393,731 532,815
20.575 β-Phenethyl acetate 131,503 0
20.844 Heptanoic acid 488,771 215,935
21.187 Benzyl alcohol 342,619 146,035
21.540 Phenylethyl Alcohol 26,577,900 1,429,647
21.750 m-Tolunitrile 0 60,783
21.996 1-Dodecanol 492,208 270,053
22.316 Tropone 165,612 56,068
22.443 4-Hydroxybenzenephosphonic acid 0 77,574
22.684 Nerolidyl acetate 0 116,357
22.876 Octanoic acid 178,530 73,913
23.555 1,3,2-Dioxaborolane,2-ethyl-4-(3-oxiranylpropyl)- 0 48,973
23.822 (9E)-9-Hexadecen-1-ol 188,001 0
25.047 2,4-Di-tert-butylphenol 204,650 200,860
26.632 Pyrindan 103,007,890 14,885,449
27.555 N,N-Dimethylformamide ethylene acetal 40,116 40,546
Growth of C. jejuni is also confirmed by microbiological analysis. There were (8.57 ± 1.18) × 104
CFU/mL at time T0 in terms of mean ± standard deviation calculated on four plates and (1.38 ± 0.40)
× 107 CFU/mL at time T20.
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3.2. S3 Results
First step of S3 data analysis consisted of checking which of the eight sensors were performing
more. Sensor responses were normalized in order to highlight the variation of the resistance once
sensing materials were exposed to VOCs. Five sensors showed the best performances: two RGTO
(SnO2Au and SnO2 heated at 300 ◦C), SnO2Au nanowire, copper oxide and TGS2611. Resistance
variation over time for all measures is shown in Figure 1 for three kinds of sensors, i.e., RGTO,
nanowire and commercial MOX.
CuO sensing material exhibits an increase in resistance with respect to the R0 value, while TGS2611
and SnO2 RGTO have an opposite behavior due to their n-type semiconductor characteristic. However,
all of them are characterized by the decreasing of ΔR with the growth of time. This trend is more
evident for CuO and TGS2611 sensors. Conversely, RGTO has an increase of ΔR for the first five
samples, while from the seventh specimen it has the same kind of response as the other two, even if it
is less accentuated. This tendency could be explained considering that the number of microorganisms
grows over time very quickly; it has been shown that they double their number in BHI broth in 75 min
(average value) [33]. Hence, many VOCs could be used by C. jejuni to feed, thus subtracting them from
the headspace. At the same time, new compounds are emitted from bacteria and pass in the gaseous
phase, as shown in Tables 2 and 3. It is important to underline that for 20 h not only the alcohols
have increased in number and amount, but also other compounds. Among them, the one present in
greater quantity is pyrindan, a bicyclic compound containing a pyridine ring. The reduction of ΔR/R0
value could be due to action of this compound. Furthermore, it can be noticed that the first sample of
the analysis produced a ΔR significantly different in respect to the others; it is higher for all sensors,
especially for RGTO and nanowire sensors. Since this could be the result of a different conditioning,
it has been discarded for the following analysis.
Figure 2 refers to PCA that has been performed using the five aforementioned sensors. The first
two Principal Components (PC) were used for a total explained variance equal to 99.08% (91.77% in PC1
and 7.31 in PC2). It is possible to identify two different trends. For C. jejuni samples, first four samples
(0.5–2.5 h) are characterized by descending scores along PC2 axis, while the other specimens (3–20 h)
are distributed essentially along PC1 ascending scores. Furthermore, the distance between points
decreases as time goes on and it can be explained by the typical growth curve of microorganism. Indeed,
it is characterized by four phases: (A) lag phase (bacteria adapt themselves to growth conditions
and are yet not able to divide), (B) log phase (cell doubling), (C) stationary phase (growth rate and
stationary rate are equal due to a growth-limiting factor such as the depletion of an essential nutrient)
and (D) death phase (bacteria die). In PCA, lag phase corresponds to the first four points that move
along PC2 axis, log phase to the following eleven samples (3–8 h) and stationary phase to the remaining
ones (8.5–20 h). Instead, control samples assume higher scores along both PCs axes with increasing
time. It is due to the slow release in the headspace of some VOCs contained in the BHI broth. The only
exception is the fourth control sample that does not follow the parabolic trend of the others, but it is
closer to C. jejuni points.
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Figure 1. Resistance variations of three sensors once exposed to VOCs. From top to bottom: copper
oxide nanowire, TGS2611 and tin oxide Rheotaxial Growth and Thermal Oxidation (RGTO). On the
x-axis there is time in seconds, on the y-axis normalized resistance.
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Figure 2. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) done with first two components (total variance equal
to 99.08%). Green circles are C. jejuni samples, red diamond control ones.
4. Conclusions
This work demonstrates the potential of this technology for the development of a device able to
give a response very quickly when compared to classical microbiological methods, 5 min for the former
and several hours for the latter. This lays the foundation to develop a rapid and sensitive detection
method for C. jejuni in the future. Innovative gas sensors with nanowire and RGTO morphologies used
in this study have proven to be useful tools for the identification and characterization of microbiological
contamination. In particular, PCA done with five sensors shows the capability of the system to follow
bacteria growth along a period of 20 h. During which the sensors used were able to associate the
response faithfully following the growth curve of the contaminated microorganisms. We will plan
to continue this study by focusing on reducing the detection threshold in order to use this tool to
individuate the presence of C. jejuni at low concentrations and to avoid human infections. We will
evaluate in future works how the food matrix where C. jejuni develops and grows will influence sensor
responses and their LODs.
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Abstract: In the present work, a novel, portable and innovative eNose composed of a surface acoustic
wave (SAW) sensor array based on zeolitic imidazolate frameworks, ZIF-8 and ZIF-67 nanocrystals
(pure and combined with gold nanoparticles), as sensitive layers has been tested as a non-invasive
system to detect different disease markers, such as acetone, ethanol and ammonia, related to
the diagnosis and control of diabetes mellitus through exhaled breath. The sensors have been
prepared by spin coating, achieving continuous sensitive layers at the surface of the SAW device.
Low concentrations (5 ppm, 10 ppm and 25 ppm) of the marker analytes were measured, obtaining high
sensitivities, good reproducibility, short time response and fast signal recovery.
Keywords: eNose; gas sensor; SAW; surface acoustic wave; Love wave; diabetes; breath; VOC;
ZIF; Zeolite
1. Introduction
One of the great challenges of contemporary science is the efficient diagnosis of diseases using
non-invasive techniques. This strategy aims to provide a higher quality of life for humans and reduce
the mortality rate. Additionally, early treatment of diseases and its complications has an important
economic impact by helping to avoid or reduce treatment costs.
The last portion of deeply exhaled breath, representing alveolar air, can be considered
the headspace gas of blood. Exhaled breath, recognized mainly through the sense of smell, is a method
that has long been used for disease diagnosis. This method was abandoned due to the emergence
of new accurate and effective techniques, despite being highly invasive. Over the last few decades,
an important advance in gas analysis technologies has re-launched the idea of diagnosing diseases by
analyzing exhaled breath. Various studies using these techniques, such as gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (GC-MS), proton transfer reaction-mass spectrometry (PTR-MS), selected ion flow
tube-mass spectrometry (SIFT-MS), ion mobility and optical absorption [1–5], have shown a link
between the chemical composition of exhaled breath and certain diseases. Chemical compounds
present in exhaled breath that change due to diseases are known as markers. The conventional
systems mentioned above are accurate but are also bulky, expensive, and require highly-qualified
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operators. This has created a demand for low-cost systems with high sensitivity and small dimensions
based on solid-state chemical sensors, with different detection principles such as impedance [6],
resistive [7,8], optical [9] and piezoelectric [10,11], surface acoustic wave (SAW), the last of which is
one of the most sensitive piezoelectric devices [12]. The design of materials with advanced features led
to a new generation of chemical sensors with enhanced sensitivity and response time [13–15]. Due to
their unique porous structure zeolites have been used to detect gases [16]. However, in the last few
years, organic zeolites such as zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) have attracted major attention
as gas detectors [17–21], because they offer two primary advantages over conventional zeolites.
First, they have larger pore sizes (about 1.16 nm for ZIF-8 and ZIF-67) and usually a smaller crystal
size, resulting in higher surface area. Second, hydrophobic behavior is more pronounced in many
ZIFs [22–24].
The World Health Organization (WHO) recognizes Diabetes mellitus, known as diabetes,
as a serious and chronic disease that in 2012 caused 1.5 million deaths. A recent study reported in 2015
from 111 countries, estimated that there were 415 million people with diabetes aged 20–79 years,
5 million deaths attributable to diabetes, and the total global health expenditure due to diabetes
was estimated to be 673 billion US dollars representing a substantial clinical and public health
burden [8]. Moreover, the number of cases of diabetes among youths [25] and infancy [26] has increased
in recent years but information on recent incidence trends is lacking and only statistical data for some
countries are available.
The presence of ketones in exhaled breath is a warning sign of ketosis that is related to
fat catabolism either due to carbohydrate deprivation or its lack of utilization in persons with
diabetes. This condition is known as diabetic ketoacidosis and requires immediate treatment.
One type of ketone, known as acetone, provides a non-invasive measure of ketosis through breath.
The basal level of acetone in a healthy people can be around 2 ppm [5,27]. Adults following
low-carbohydrate diets can have elevated levels of ketones up to 40 ppm [28–30], and poorly controlled
diabetes can cause ketoacidosis which can increase acetone concentration up to 1250 ppm [27,31].
However, human exhaled air is a complex mixture of chemical compounds, making the detection
and stage classification of a determinate disease through a unique marker difficult, so that different
disease markers need to be considered as indicators. Another marker related to blood glucose
concentration and present in exhaled breath is ethanol, which is not directly produced by any
known mammalian cellular biochemical pathway, and may increase in exhaled gas mixtures
because of alcoholic fermentation of an excessive overload of carbohydrate-rich food in conjunction
with overgrowth of intestinal bacteria. Ethanol used in combination with exhaled acetone
allowed the prediction of fluctuating plasma glucose concentrations in a multi-linear regression
model [32–35], demonstrating that it can be helpful in determining diabetes through exhaled breath.
However, diabetes is the cause of half of the cases of renal failure. Kidney failure is related with
ammonia levels higher than 3 ppm in exhaled breath [5,30,36,37]. Consequently, a finger print using
breath levels of acetone, ethanol and ammonia could be a non-invasive predictor of diabetes, its control,
and a proxy for damage caused by the disease.
In the present work, a SAW eNose, based on ZIF nanocrystals as sensitive layers, has been tested
to detect acetone, ethanol, and ammonia as a potential non-invasive system to diabetes diagnosis
and control.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
All the reagents were purchased from a commercial provider (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA)
and used without further purification, including ZnCl2 (98%), CoCl2·6H2O (98%), and 2methylimidazole
(99%), hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (III) hydrate (HAuCl4, 99.9%) and trisodium citrate dihydrate
(HOC (COONa) (CH2COONa)2 · 2H2O).
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2.2. Synthesis of ZIF-8 and ZIF-67
ZIF-8 and ZIF-67 samples were synthesized using the aqueous method reported elsewhere [38].
For ZIF-8 synthesis, a solution of 1.17 g of zinc chloride dissolved in 8 mL deionized (DI)
water was added into a solution of 2-methylimidazole (2MeIM) (22.70 g) dissolved in 80 mL DI
water, to yield a molar ratio of 2-methylimidazole to zinc of 70:1. The mixture was stirred at room
temperature for 5 min. The product was collected by centrifugation (24,000 rpm, 10 min), washed in
DI water three times and dried at 65 ◦C for 24 h in an oven. ZIF-67 was synthesized identically to
the ZIF-8 material as described above, replacing zinc chloride with the equivalent quantity of cobalt
chloride hexahydrate. A scheme of the synthesis paths is described in Figure 1 [39,40].
Figure 1. Representative synthesis and crystal structures of ZIF-8 and ZIF-67 used as the sensitive
layers of gas sensors.
2.3. Synthesis of Gold Nanoparticles
Gold nanoparticles (AuNP) were prepared following procedure described in reference [41].
An aqueous solution of HAuCl4 (0.001 M, 40 mL) was placed into a 250 mL round bottom flask.
The solution was heated to 90 ◦C followed by the addition of sodium citrate aqueous solution
(38.8 mM, 2 mL) into it while stirring for 15 min. After cooling down to room temperature, the solution
was centrifuged three times with ethanol and three times with DI water, finally the precipitate
was re-dispersed in DI water, resulting a water solution with AuNP of ~5 nm.
2.4. Zeolitic Imidazolate Framework Nanocrystal Characterization
The synthetized samples were kept at room conditions and characterized using:
Fourier transform-infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscope
(SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray (EDS). FTIR spectra were recorded using a Thermo Nicolet
NEXUS 670 FTIR spectrometer. The sample was diluted into KBr pellets in a 1:100 weight
ratio (sample to KBr). The scanning range was 400–4000 cm−1 and the resolution was 4 cm−1.
XRD powder patterns were recorded with CuKα radiation in a D8 advance diffractometer from Bruker.
The morphological features were examined by SEM. The SEM and EDS analysis were performed on
a JEOL JMS-7600F.
2.5. Love-Wave Sensor
Love-waves (LW) are a specific type of SAW sensors based on shear horizontal (SH) waves guided
by a layer with a lower propagation velocity than that of the piezoelectric substrate. The energy
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of the wave is confined in the guiding layer and any perturbation in it affects the acoustic wave
velocity. The LW sensors used in the present work were designed with a delay line (DL) configuration.
This device is based on a micro-electromechanical system composed of a piezoelectric material
(ST-Quartz) with facing input/output aluminum interdigital transducers (IDT) on its surface,
working at a 28 μm wavelength (λ), with a separation between IDTs of 2100 μm (Figure 2a). The SH
waves were guided by a 3.1 μm thick layer of SiO2, with the sensitive layer at its surface. An oscillator
circuit consisting of a DL, with an amplification stage and a coupler were used for measuring
the changes in the velocity of the waves by means of the resonant frequency (Figure 2b).
Figure 2. (a) Scheme representation of LW sensor and layer composition. (b) Oscillator circuit used to
read the resonant frequency.
2.6. ZIF as Sensitive Layers
The eNose was based on a SAW sensor array with different sensitive layers to achieve a specific
fingerprint for analytes of interest. The sensitive material samples were obtained by mixing each
main solution with a volumetric proportion of 75% (solution-1) and 25% (solution-2) (Table 1).
Spin coating was used to deposit a thin layer of the sensitive material. The process consisted of
putting 25 μL of sample directly on the SiO2 guiding layer, completely covering the IDTs surface
and the area between them, and then spinning the assemblage at a speed of 3000 rpm for one minute,
ensuring that the sensing area remained constant from sensor to sensor (Figure 3). A suitable
thickness for each sensor is obtained after depositing four times in a multilayer configuration achieving
an optimal sensitivity for sensors. After ZIFs deposition process a thermal treatment at 180 ◦C
with 50 mL/min nitrogen flow in a tubular oven was applied during four hours for extracting
the excess of the 2MeIM organic ligand in the sensitive layer.
Table 1. Different composition of the sensitive layers used in the SAW sensors included in the eNose.





Figure 3. Process sequence of sensitive layer deposition on LW devices using the spin coating technique.
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2.7. Experimental Setup
The sensor array was tested for acetone, ethanol, and ammonia gas analytes diluted in synthetic
dry air to obtain concentrations of: 5 ppm, 10 ppm, and 25 ppm. The gas sample generator (Figure 4)
consists of two mass flow controllers which were used to obtaining concentrations at a constant
flow of 100 ml/min. Each array sensor works in an oscillator circuit, which includes an amplifier
and a directional coupler. Therefore, when the sensor is perturbed, the oscillating frequency is shifted.
A heterodyne configuration was used for signal acquisition, mixing the signal of the oscillator coupled
to a reference sensor of the array (local oscillator) with the signal from an oscillator coupled to
a selected ZIF nanocrystal-based SAW sensor (input signal). The frequencies obtained from the mixer
were lower than 1 MHz and were acquired by a microcontroller programed as a frequency counter.
For the detection, a sensing system composed of a measuring instrument (eNose) manufactured to
be operated with a SAW sensor array was used. Finally, the sensor array response was acquired by
a micro-frequency counter, and the information was transmitted wirelessly by a radio module to a PC
with a custom application developed to display and store experimental the sensor data in real time.
Figure 4. Experimental setup for the eNose characterization.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Structural and Morphological Characterization of ZIFs
The FTIR spectra of KBr diluted ZIF-8 and ZIF-67 samples show the characteristic adsorption
bands of 2meImidazole ring vibrations, reported for these structures in previous works [42] (Figure 5a).
The XRD patterns of both ZIFs samples show evidence for the formation of a largely crystalline
structure with long-range order (Figure 5b). The position and relative intensity of the diffraction
maxima are in agreement with the literature for ZIF-8 and ZIF-67 frameworks [38,39,42].
SEM images from the ZIFs layers show that the nanocrystals were configured as a continuous
layer with very small particles (Figure 6a). This fact is important because nanostructured layers
have two main advantages: first, the surface area of interaction with the gaseous environment is
higher; and second, the SAW propagates in a continuous layer with very low scattering losses because
to its wavelength (28 μm) is much larger than the diameter of the nanocrystals. The micrographs
also showed hexagonal shaped nanocrystals of 50 nm approximately for the ZIF-8 samples (Figure 6b)
and 200 nm approximately for the ZIF-67 samples (Figure 6c).
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Figure 5. (a) FTIR spectra of the ZIF-8 and ZIF-67 samples diluted in KBr. (b) 2- XRD Powder Pattern
of the ZIF-8 and ZIF-67 samples.
Figure 6. SEM image with magnification of (a) 10,000× for a continuous layer of ZIF-8 nanocrystals,
(b) 50,000× for a layer of ZIF-8 nanocrystals and (c) 50,000× for a layer of ZIF-67 nanocrystals.
3.2. Electrical Characterization of the Love-Wave Sensors
The LW sensors were characterized before and after depositing the ZIF nanocrystal sensitive
layers. In the array, a reference device without a sensitive layer was used (Figure 7a) to compensate
sensor responses for undesirable changes in temperature and pressure. The sensors were characterized
by means of the automatic network analyzer (ANA Wiltron 360B, WILTRON CO., Ltd., Incheon, Korea)
and the S21 parameter was used to measure insertion loss transmission. The frequency response of
each sensor exhibited a frequency shift of the minimum insertion loss caused by the mass loading
of the sensitive material (Figure 7b,c). On the other hand, increases of insertion losses (Table 2)
were a consequence of the scattering due to the propagation of the SAW wave in the sensitive material.
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Figure 7. Spectral response of the LW sensors (a) without (b) with ZIF8 and (c) with ZIF67 layers.









S2 ZIF-8 + AuNPs 2.6 2400
S3 ZIF-67 + H2O 7.1 900
S4 ZIF-8 + H2O 8.7 1500
3.3. Gas Characterization
The SAW eNose based on a LW sensor array with ZIFs nanocrystals was tested with acetone,
ethanol and ammonia markers related to diabetes mellitus disease. The sensors were exposed
for two minutes to each analyte at concentrations of 5 ppm, 10 ppm and 25 ppm, and then the array
was purged with dry synthetic air for 10 min. The LW sensors showed a notable and fast response,
e.g., for 10 ppm of acetone a frequency shift of 275 Hz and a τ90, around 30 s, with a complete
recovery achieved after 10 min (Figure 8a), τ90 being defined as the time taken to reach 90%
of the frequency shift. The response of the sensor array to different concentrations of acetone (Figure 8b),
ethanol (Figure 8c), and ammonia (Figure 8d) showed a high frequency shift for the different sensitive
layers tested, obtaining best sensitivities for S2 (ZIF8_Au). The measurement reproducibility was tested
in two different forms; first, the lowest concentration (5 ppm) was measured twice in continuous cycles,
during which a similar frequency shift was obtained; and second, the measurement with 25 ppm of
ammonia was repeated three times, as a control test (Figure 8e), showing similar values of frequency
shifts. Therefore, the eNose can be used for measurements in a few seconds and repetitions or new
measurements can be carried out after ten minutes.
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Figure 8. (a) SAW eNose response to 10 ppm of acetone. Experimental response for 5 ppm, 10 ppm
and 25 ppm of (b) acetone, (c) ethanol and (d) ammonia with S1, S2, S3, and S4 sensitive layers.
(e) Three consecutive measurements for 25 ppm of ammonia.
The reference sensor helped to compensate in the sensor array the pressure and temperature
changes due to external factors, measuring only variations related to the interaction of the analytes
with the sensitive layers (Table 3). The frequency shifts at the end of the exposure time were taken
as responses and calibration curves were obtained (Figure 9). The responses of the sensors were found
to increase with higher concentrations.
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Table 3. Sensitivity, limit of detection and response time of the sensors S1, S2, S3 and S4 obtained
from responses of 10 ppm.
Sensor
Sensitivity (Hz/ppm) Limit of Detection (ppm) Response Time (s)
Acet. Etha. Ammo. Acet. Etha. Ammo. Acet. Etha. Ammo.
S1 20 38 9 1.5 0.8 3.2 33 30 24
S2 28 72 19 1.1 0.5 1.6 30 40 27
S3 8 10 11 3.6 3.0 2.9 36 38 38
S4 15 11 10 2.1 2.8 2.9 44 36 41
Figure 9. Calibration curves of the sensors S1, S2, S3 and S4 for (a) acetone, (b) ethanol and (c) ammonia.
The ZIFs/AuNP layers deposited on SiO2 showed better mechanical properties than the ZIFs
layers. In spite of a larger shift of the SAW response towards a lower frequency, they had lower insertion
losses, which explains the enhanced gas-sensing properties of ZIFs/AuNP layers for the three samples.
However, in the cases of acetone and ethanol, the ZIFs/AuNP layers had a significantly increased
sensitivity that can be attributed to the strong interaction Au-gas molecule [43]. On the other hand,
the greater sensitivity of the ZIFs/AuNP layers for ethanol can be associated with the well-known
catalytic activity of <5 nm sized AuNPs for selective oxidation of alcohols [44]. Ethanol adsorbed on
the AuNPs surface can then be oxidized, even at room conditions, to acetaldehyde which is detected
with enhanced sensitivity by the ZIFs [21,45].
The present sensor array with nanocrystalline ZIFs as sensitive materials allows detection
and discrimination of acetone, ammonia, and ethanol, as sensor responses show in the radial surface
analysis to 10 ppm of the three markers (Figure 10a). In order to make discrimination and classification
more feasible in a real case, for a given marker concertation the response for each sensor was normalized
to the sum of the responses of the different sensors. By doing so, the information in the data of all
sensors is conserved. Principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to this data and a total
separation is observed among the markers (Figure 10b). This shows that the SAW eNose presented
can be used to relate specific fingerprints to diabetes.
The present sensors have some significant advantages over the chemoresistive sensors based
on ZIFs. First, SAW sensors show high sensitivity towards acetone, ethanol and ammonia at room
temperature and chemoresistive sensors possess good sensitivity at high temperatures but poor
sensitivity at room temperature [21,38,45]. Second, ZIF-8 has a high electrical resistance, requiring its
combination with other materials to develop chemoresistive sensors [21,38]. Finally, a chemoresistive
sensor based on ZnO nanorods showed gas selective of gases when combined with ZIF–8 shell [21],
decreasing sensitivity towards acetone, ethanol or ammonia; however, SAW devices with ZIF sensitive
layers combined with nanoparticles improve the sensitivity towards acetone and ethanol.
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Figure 10. (a) Radial representation of the sensor array responses to 10 ppm of acetone, ethanol
and ammonia. (b) Principal components analysis applied to data for discrimination of acetone (red),
ethanol (blue) and ammonia (green).
4. Conclusions
A SAW eNose based on Love-wave sensors combined with ZIF-8, ZIF-67, ZIF-8/AuNP
and ZIF-67/AuNP as sensitive layers was tested to three breath markers of Diabetes mellitus: acetone,
ethanol and ammonia at concentrations of 5 ppm, 10 ppm and 25 ppm.
It has been shown that the SAW/ZIF eNose is effective in obtaining high sensitivity,
selectivity, and reproducibility. Fast detection and recovery responses have been achieved as well,
detecting concentrations as low as 5 ppm of ammonia. Finally, the efficiency of the system to
discriminate Diabetes mellitus markers has been demonstrated using principal component analysis.
In conclusion, tests carried out in this work exhibited a properly performance of the SAW/ZIF
eNose to be proved in future works as a prototype for a noninvasive system contributing to
the diagnosis and control of Diabetes mellitus in real cases.
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Abstract: The electronic nose (eNose) is an instrument designed to mimic the human olfactory
system. Usage of eNose in medical applications is more popular than ever, due to its low costs and
non-invasive nature. The eNose sniffs the gases and vapours that emanate from human waste (urine,
breath, and stool) for the diagnosis of variety of diseases. Diabetes mellitus type 2 (DM2) affects
8.3% of adults in the world, with 43% being underdiagnosed, resulting in 4.9 million deaths per
year. In this study, we investigated the potential of urinary volatile organic compounds (VOCs) as
novel non-invasive diagnostic biomarker for diabetes. In addition, we investigated the influence of
sample age on the diagnostic accuracy of urinary VOCs. We analysed 140 urine samples (73 DM2,
67 healthy) with Field-Asymmetric Ion Mobility Spectrometry (FAIMS); a type of eNose; and FOX
4000 (AlphaM.O.S, Toulouse, France). Urine samples were collected at UHCW NHS Trust clinics
over 4 years and stored at −80 ◦C within two hours of collection. Four different classifiers were
used for classification, specifically Sparse Logistic Regression, Random Forest, Gaussian Process, and
Support Vector on both FAIMS and FOX4000. Both eNoses showed their capability of diagnosing
DM2 from controls and the effect of sample age on the discrimination. FAIMS samples were analysed
for all samples aged 0–4 years (AUC: 88%, sensitivity: 87%, specificity: 82%) and then sub group
samples aged less than a year (AUC (Area Under the Curve): 94%, Sensitivity: 92%, specificity:
100%). FOX4000 samples were analysed for all samples aged 0–4 years (AUC: 85%, sensitivity:
77%, specificity: 85%) and a sub group samples aged less than 18 months: (AUC: 94%, sensitivity:
90%, specificity: 89%). We demonstrated that FAIMS and FOX 4000 eNoses can discriminate
DM2 from controls using urinary VOCs. In addition, we showed that urine sample age affects
discriminative accuracy.
Keywords: electronic nose; biosensor; diabetes; FOX 4000; FAIMS; urine sample; non-invasive
diagnosis; medical application; volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
1. Introduction
The growing rate of diabetes and its related diseases is becoming a worldwide major health
concern. The motivation of this paper was to make use of a technology called the “electronic nose”
(eNose) for diagnosing diabetes. Using eNose technology with urinary volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) is attractive as it allows non-invasive monitoring of various molecular constituents in urine.
Trace gases in urine are linked to metabolic reactions and diseases.
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The mimicry of a biological olfactory system, called the electronic nose, was developed in the early
1980s [1]. The electronic nose contains arrays of sensors that analyses the sample as a whole complex
mixture, not identifying a specific chemical [2,3]. By developing technology and increasing demand for
non-invasive methods for diagnosis diseases, the electronic nose is becoming a promising instrument
in the medical domain. Commercial and experimental electronic noses have been developed for
diagnosis of a wide range of diseases such as lung cancer [4], breast cancer [5], brain cancer [6] and
melanoma [7], prostate cancer [8], colorectal cancer [2], asthma [9], and many other diseases. There are
only few studies on diagnosing diabetes using urinary VOCs with eNose instruments [10,11].
Currently, one of the urgent public medical issues is the fast-growing number of people with
diabetes. According to statistics, the number of people worldwide with diabetes in 2017 was estimated
to be 425 million, with 1 of 2 adults remaining undiagnosed [12]. In the UK, the number of people
diagnosed with type 2 diabetes was just under 3.7 million people in 2017, with a further estimated
1 million people remaining undiagnosed, which is better than worldwide figures [13]. It is a major
health concern especially in the under 20 s, where the numbers of diabetic children are rapidly
increasing. In the UK alone, around 31,500 patients under the age of 19 have diabetes [12]. According
to the National Diabetes Audit (NDA) report, 24,000 patients suffering from diabetes have early death
each year (65 patients a day) [14]. From a financial cost point of view, 10% of the NHS budget is spent
on diabetes.
Our approach was to undertake a pilot study to investigate if urinary VOCs (volatile organic
compounds) could be used as a non-invasive means to identify patients with type 2 diabetes Mellitus
(T2DM). These samples were collected over a four-and-a-half-year period and stored at −80 ◦C and
then analysed using by Owlstone Lonestar FAIMS and FOX4000, as two types of electronic nose. From
our previous study, it was discovered that samples over 12 months old will not emit sufficient VOCs for
diagnostic purposes [15], hence this paper will focus more on analysing samples less than 12 months
old for diagnosing diabetes samples compared to healthy control.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample Preparation
One hundred and thirty-eight patients were recruited at the University Hospital Coventry &
Warwickshire, UK. Each recruit provided a urine sample, which was collected in a clinic and frozen at
−80 ◦C within two hours over a four-and-a-half-year period. Seventy-one samples came from patients
with type 2 diabetes, with a further 67 samples from healthy controls. Scientific and ethical approval
was obtained from the Warwickshire Research & Development Department and Warwickshire Ethics
Committee 09/H1211/38. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients who participated
in the study. For analysis, samples were thawed to 4 ◦C in a laboratory fridge for 24 h prior to testing
to minimise chemical loss. Demographic details of patients are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Demographic information of used urinary samples (incomplete data for 2 diabetic patients).
Demographic Data Diabetes Control
Male (%) 27 (39.1) 43 (64.2)
Female (%) 42 (60.9) 24 (35.8)
Median age (year) 57 53.5
Mean alcohol (units/week) 1.8 1.09
Median BMI 39.7 26.1
2.2. FAIMS Chemical Analyser
A commercial FAIMS (Field-Asymmetric Ion Mobility Spectrometer) device was used in this
study, specifically a Lonestar instrument (Owlstone, Cambridge, UK). It is able to separate complex
chemical mixtures by measuring the difference in mobility of ionised molecules in high electric fields,
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thus it measures a physical property of a gas or vapour. The Lonestar was setup to use dynamic
headspace sampling, using an ATLAS sampling system (Owlstone, Cambridge, UK), which controls
of the flow rate and the temperature of the sample. The unit pushes clean/dry air over the surface
of the urine and into the Lonestar instrument. The chemical components are then ionised (Ni-63
source) and pushed through two parallel plates. An asynchronous waveform is applied to these plates,
consisting of a high electric field for a short period of time, followed by an inverse potential of low
electric field, but with the time x electric field being equal. If a molecule’s mobility is constant with
electric field, the ion exits the plates and is detected. However, if the electric field attracts or repels
an ion, it drifts towards a plate and loses its change when it makes contact. To remove this drift, a
constant voltage (called the compensation voltage) is applied, thus by scanning through different
compensation voltages, we can measure a range of mobilities. Both the magnitude of the electric field
(called the dispersion field) and the compensation voltage is scanned to create a 3D map of molecular
mobilities [16]. Figure 1 shows the FAIMS instrument setup and Figure 2 shows the typical output of
FAIMS instrument. In this experiment, 5 mL of urine were aliquoted from each sample into a 10 mL
glass vial and placed into an ATLAS sample system and followed a similar setup to one previously
used by our group [17,18]. This heated the sample to 40 ± 0.1 ◦C. Each sample was tested three times
sequentially, with each run having a flow rate over the sample of 200 mL/min of clean dry air. Further
make-up air was added to create a total flow rate of 2 L/min. The FAIMS was scanned from 0% to 99%
dispersion field in 51 steps, −6 V to +6 V compensation voltage in 512 steps and both positive and
negative ions were detected to create a test file composed of 52,224 data points.
 
Figure 1. Field-asymmetric ion mobility spectrometer (FAIMS) setup.
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Figure 2. Typical FAIMS output responding to urine vapour.
2.3. Electronic Nose
A commercial electronic nose (FOX 4000 with HS100 autosampler, Alpha M.O.S, Toulouse, France)
was used in this study. The Fox 4000 consists of an injection system, sensor chambers, mass flow
controller, and acquisition board with microcontroller. The electronic nose contains 18 metal oxide gas
sensors that are placed in three chambers and were calibrated regularly in line with the manufacturer’s
recommended procedures to ensure stability. These three chambers are called T, P, and LY. All the
sensors’ names and their application are indicated in Table 2.
Table 2. α-FOX4000 eNose sensor arrays and their applications.
Sensor No. References Description
S1 LY2/LG Oxidising gas
S2 LY2/G Ammonia, carbon monoxide
S3 LY2/AA Ethanol
S4 LY2/GH Ammonia/ Organic amines
S5 LY2/gCTL Hydrogen sulfide
S6 LY2/gCT Propane/Butane




S11 T70/2 Aromatic compounds
S12 PA/2 Ethanol, Ammonia/Organic amines




S17 T40/1 Chlorinated compounds
S18 TA/2 Air quality
The basic operation principle of the electronic nose is based on the sensors’ electronic resistance
changes in response to the presence of volatile compounds. In our case, the output response was
calculated by the formula in Equation (1) [19].
R = (R0 − RT)/R0 (1)
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where R is response of sensor, R0 is initial resistance of metal oxide sensor at time 0, and RT is sensor’s
conductance value.
Figure 3 shows the setup of the FOX 4000 instrument. Figure 4 shows a typical response of a FOX
4000 with 18 sensors to a diabetic urine sample’s volatile compounds. Each curve signifies one sensor’s
response. The concentration and nature of the sensed molecules plus the type of metal oxide sensors
used in the eNose are the three main reasons for the size of the sensor’s response [9].
 
Figure 3. FOX 4000 setup.
Figure 4. Typical response of a FOX 4000 to a urine sample.
The samples were agitated and heated to 40 ◦C for 10 min before 2.5 ml of the sample headspace
was injected into the electronic nose (flow rate over the sensors was 200 ml/min of zero air, data was
recorded for 180 s at a sample rate of 1 Hz). The data from the FOX4000 are generated by sampling
each of the 18 metal oxide sensors at 180 data points over 180 s. These readings are concatenated into a
single vector representing a single sample, and thus the raw data are of dimension 320.
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3. Results
3.1. FAIMS Analysis
Each FAIMS dataset consisted of 52,224 data points that are stored in a 512 × 102 matrix. The
first step of data processing was performing a pre-processing step by applying 2D wavelet transform
(using Daubechies D4 wavelets) to each data set. This step aimed to decompose the signal and extract
subtle chemical signals within a wider range of the signal. The 2D wavelet transform will concentrate
the chemical information into several levels, which consist of a small number of wavelet coefficients.
These coefficients would then be the input. We randomly divided the input into two sets, with 70%
used as a training/validation set, and 30% as a test set. Ten-fold cross-validation was applied to the
training and validation set in which, within each fold, supervised features selection was performed
using Wilcoxon rank sum test by calculating the p-values for every pair of features in the training set.
Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed to see distribution of data in the scatter plot. The
ten most statistically important features, which had the lowest p-values, were then used to train the
classifier algorithms. Four different classifiers were used for prediction, specifically Sparse Logistic
Regression, Random Forest, Gaussian Process, and Support Vector Machines. The hyperparameter of
the classifier was then tuned by comparing the error function using an independent validation set.
This step was used to minimise overfitting. Finally, the performance of classifier algorithms and their
diagnostic capabilities were calculated using an independent test set and were displayed in a graphical
plot called Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve. The ROC provides information about Area
Under Curve (AUC), sensitivity, specificity, Positive Predictive Value (PPV), Negative Predictive Value
(NPV), and p-values. Sample age affected the vapour emission from the sample. Figure 5 shows that
using the PCA method on the whole group of samples from zero to four years is not sufficient to
distinguish diabetic samples from control ones. However, by separating samples by age and applying
the PCA method, the results showed better separation between diabetes and control groups of newer
samples. Figure 6 is related to samples of age less than 1 year, as expected, where the separation is
clear between two different groups. Only three samples have cross selectivity between diabetes and
control groups.
Figure 5. Principal component analysis (PCA) of samples between 0 and 4 years.
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Figure 6. PCA analysis of samples less than 1 year old.
The result of ROC analysis with four different methods for samples aged 0–4 years and samples
aged less than a year are summarised in Tables 3 and 4. The ROC analysis was processed for samples
with four different analysis methods. Gaussian processing appears to be the best method since it has
the highest area under curve and from a medical perspective, it is important to have low negative
predictive value (NPV), which this method has compared to the others. The area under the curve in
the ROC shows how good the separation is. The max value for area under the curve in the ROC is
1. AUC values for all methods, for data with less than a year, is more than 0.9, and it is below 0.9 for
samples aged 0–4 years. Figures 7 and 8 show the ROC analysis of the two groups of sample age. As is
clear from the figures, better classification performance is achieved for samples with less storage time.
Table 3. Summary of the ROC (Receiver Operator Characteristic) analysis details for samples 0–4
years old.
Methods AUC Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV p-Value
Sparse Logistic
Regression
0.89 (0.79–0.99) 0.74 (0.51–0.9) 0.88 (0.63–0.99) 0.89 0.71 4.368 × 10−6
Random Forest 0.86 (0.74–0.98) 0.78 (0.56–0.92) 0.82 (0.56–0.96) 0.86 0.74 6.690 × 10−5
Gaussian Process 0.88 (0.76–1) 0.87 (0.66–0.97) 0.82 (0.56–0.96) 0.87 0.82 7.187 × 10−6
Support Vector Machine 0.88 (0.77–0.99) 0.74 (0.51–0.9) 0.94 (0.71–0.99) 0.94 0.73 7.189 × 10−6
Table 4. Summary of the ROC analysis details for samples less than 1 year old.
Methods AUC Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV p-Value
Sparse Logistic
Regression
0.9 (0.7–1) 1 (0.75–1) 0.9 (0.55–0.99) 0.93 1 3.199 × 10−4
Random Forest 0.93 (0.79–1) 1 (0.75–1) 0.9 (0.55–0.98) 0.93 1 1.419 × 10−4
Gaussian Process 0.94 (0.82–1) 0.92 (0.64–1) 1 (0.69–1) 1 0.91 5.856 × 10−5
Support Vector Machine 0.9 (0.7–1) 1 (0.75–1) 0.9 (0.55–0.99) 0.93 1 3.199 × 10−4
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Figure 7. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis of samples aged 0–4 years. Gaussian process
(AUC = 0.88).
Figure 8. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis of samples aged less than a year. Gaussian
Process (AUC = 0.94).
3.2. Electronic Nose Analysis
PCA analysis was used for classification of the features that were extracted by dividing the
maximum resistance by the baseline resistance. Plotting only the first and second PCA components
shows the disease classification has been affected by the urine sample’s storage age. Figure 9 illustrates
the diabetes and control samples collected 4 years prior to analysis, for which the classification is not
performed appropriately. Figure 10 shows the classification for diabetes and control samples collected
and tested in less than 18 months. The results show that newer samples are tightly clustered and
sufficiently separated from the disease class in comparison to the group of older samples.
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Figure 9. PCA components 1 and 2 show 4-year-old disease and control samples separation.
 
Figure 10. PCA components 1 and 2 show 18-month-old disease and control samples separation.
Figure 11 shows the linear discrimination analysis (LDA) result for the four-year-old samples.
As can be seen, there is no clear separation between groups. Figure 12 shows the LDA method’s result
for newer samples with less than 18 months of age. This shows clear separation between both groups.
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Figure 11. LDA classification of 4-year-old disease and control samples.
 
Figure 12. LDA classification of 18-month-old disease and control samples.
To analyse this set of data, maximum variances of sensor resistance were chosen as features. Then,
the four classifiers were analysed using the Boruta package [20]. Four different methods were used to
ensure validity of the results. Table 5 summarises the results of these methods for 4-year-old samples
and Table 6 summarises the result for samples less than 18 months old. From Tables 5 and 6, it is
clear that Sparse Logistic Regression worked more efficiently than the other methods since it has a
greater area under curve value. Figures 13 and 14 indicate the ROC analysis of 128 samples of VOCs
differentiating between diabetes and control samples for two different sample age groups.
Table 5. ROC with Boruta package analysis of data from 4-year-old samples.
Methods AUC Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV p-Value
Sparse Logistic
Regression
0.89 (0.83–0.95) 0.65 (0.53–0.76) 0.98 (0.89–1) 0.98 0.64 1.583 × 10−13
Random Forest 0.89 (0.84–0.95) 0.69 (0.58–0.79) 0.9 (0.77–0.97) 0.91 0.65 1.088 × 10−13
Gaussian Process 0.85 (0.78–0.92) 0.77 (0.66–0.86) 0.85 (0.72–0.94) 0.89 0.71 4.04 × 10−11
Support Vector
Machine
0.78 (0.69–0.88) 0.88 (0.78–0.94) 0.69 (0.54–0.81) 0.81 0.79 8.529 × 10−8
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Table 6. ROC with Boruta package analysis for data from 18-month-old samples.
Methods AUC Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV p-Value
Sparse Logistic
Regression
0.99 (0.96–1) 0.98 (0.89–1) 0.97 (0.86–1) 0.98 0.97 3.639 × 10−15
Random Forest 0.97 (0.94 –1) 0.98 (0.89–1) 0.87 (0.72–0.96) 0.91 0.97 4.317 × 10−14
Gaussian Process 0.94 (0.89–0.99) 0.9 (0.78–0.97) 0.89 (0.75–0.97) 0.92 0.87 9.162 × 10−13
Support Vector
Machine
0.94 (0.87–1) 0.98 (0.89–1) 0.89 (0.75–0.97) 0.92 0.97 9.733 × 10−13
Figure 13. ROC with Boruta package analysis for data from samples up to 4 years old. Sparse Logistic
Regression (AUC = 0.89).
Figure 14. ROC with Boruta package analysis for data from samples less than 18 months old. Sparse
Logistic Regression (AUC = 0.99).
4. Discussion
This paper has introduced diabetes as a major global health concern, affecting 1 in 12 of the
population. The power of FAIMS and the FOX 4000 eNose to distinguish healthy and diabetic patients
is considerable. Using an electronic nose, along with statistical and machine learning techniques,
it was shown that we can accurately classify diabetic patients from healthy controls using only the
aromas emanating from a urine sample. High prediction accuracy was achieved by combining PCA
with a sparse logistic regression and a Gaussian process classifier. No single sensor was found to be
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able to distinguish healthy and disease patients, yet combining all sensors allows a high degree of
predictive accuracy. It offers hope in developing a low-cost, point of care, rapid diagnostic tool that
could potentially be an alternative non-invasive means to diagnose and, in the future, monitor the
progression of diabetes.
The secondary result of this paper is proof that the vapours emanating from a stored urine sample
are affected by storage time, as demonstrated by using the FOX 4000 and FAIMS electronic nose
instruments. In most cases, samples would be tested well before this four-and-a-half-year period. Our
study suggests that this is not feasible when dealing with urine samples for gas analysis. The results
presented in this paper suggest that the optimal timing for urine analysis is less than 12 months and
certainly not beyond this sample age.
5. Conclusions
Diabetes affects a large proportion of the world population and results in millions of deaths every
year. Currently more than 40% of individuals with type 2 diabetes are undiagnosed. Here, an Alpha
M.O.S FOX-4000 and FAIMS electronic nose were used to analyse urinary aromas from subjects with
type 2 diabetes and healthy controls. By performing PCA and applying a classification algorithm,
a high predictive accuracy was achieved. This study provides evidence suggesting that it may be
possible to use urinary gas phase bio-markers to diagnose and monitor diabetes. Discriminating
diabetic from control samples with above 95% accuracy proves that it is possible to diagnose diabetes
from VOCs emitted from urine sample with eNose instruments. FAIMS can distinguish between
diabetes and control samples that are less than a year old with sensitivity greater than 90% and
specificity greater than 80%. FOX 4000 can separate diabetic from control samples with sensitivity
and specificity above 90%. Also, it is suggested that samples under 12 months of age produce enough
VOCs for urine analysis using an eNose.
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Abstract: Gas sensitive cerium oxide-tungsten oxide core-shell nanowires are synthesized and
integrated directly into micromachined platforms via aerosol assisted chemical vapor deposition.
Tests to various volatile organic compounds (acetone, ethanol, and toluene) involved in early disease
diagnosis demonstrate enhanced sensitivity to acetone for the core-shell structures in contrast to
the non-modified materials (i.e., only tungsten oxide or cerium oxide). This is attributed to the
high density of oxygen vacancy defects at the shell, as well as the formation of heterojunctions at
the core-shell interface, which provide the modified nanowires with ‘extra’ chemical and electronic
sensitization as compared to the non-modified materials.
Keywords: gas sensors; volatile organic compounds (VOCs); acetone; metal oxides; heterojunctions
1. Introduction
Odor (gas, vapor, aroma) detection systems are of high interest as they are non-invasive
key-enabling technologies, which are relevant in both traditional (e.g., environment, industry) and
innovative applications such as the early detection of diseases from exhaled breath [1,2]. The literature
related to exhaled breath as bio information for disease diagnosis has shown previously that human
breath contains more than two hundred different gases and volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
species that vary from person to person [3]. In the midst of a wide range of analytes, acetone, toluene,
and ethanol are within the most relevant VOCs that are typically involved in various diseases, including
diabetes and cancer. Thus, for instance, high acetone concentrations (~21 ppm) have been identified in
the exhaled breath of diabetic patients, as compared to healthy patients (~2.7 ppm) and oppositely to
patients with lung cancer, who showed lower acetone concentrations (~0.9 ppm). Similarly, the ethanol
concentration in breath has shown an increase (~2.1 ppm) in patients with lung/breast cancer and
diabetes with respect to healthy patients (~0.2 ppm) [4–6].
Currently, the analysis of breath is still an emerging diagnosis technology that uses large
and expensive laboratory equipment such as gas-chromatograph, ion-mobility and/or mass
spectrometers [7]. In the future, however, miniaturized, portable, and wearable systems with enhanced
functionality (sensitivity, selectivity, and stability) and high autonomy at a low cost could substitute
this equipment; a fact that demands the innovation of current odor detection systems. In this context,
metal oxide (MOX) gas sensors based on the chemoresistive principle represent an alternative to bulky
equipment providing simpler architecture and fabrication processes compatible with ‘standard’ MEMS
and CMOS technologies [2]. Chemoresistive gas sensors devices generally consist of a transducing
platform (microscale) and a gas sensitive MOX optimized to interact with specific groups of gaseous or
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vapor analytes. However, among the diverse issues that may potentially be addressed to improve the
functionality of these monitoring systems (e.g., optimization of sensing modes and control electronics or
the integration of smart systems with new micro/nano fabrication concepts), the focus on nanoscaled
sensitive materials is still essential to radically improve their performance. Thus, several studies
have demonstrated that MOXs modified with second-phase constituents, either nanosized noble
metals or other MOXs, have a positive effect on the sensing properties of both the host MOX and the
second-phase constituent, particularly when the size of both materials is within the Debye length of
the surface (typically on the order of 2−100 nm) [8]. Moreover, recently, it has been pointed out that
the modification of a MOX with noble metals or other MOXs allows for the formation of nanoscale
heterojunctions and, in turn, sensing mechanisms dominated not only by the surface, but also the
interface, which has proved to improve the sensing properties of these materials [9].
In recent years, tungsten oxide has demonstrated high potential in gas sensing among traditional
gas sensitive MOXs such as SnO2 and ZnO (Figure 1), showing a strong sensitivity to oxidizing
gases including nitrogen dioxide and ozone [10]. Moreover, the modification of tungsten oxide with
second-phase constituents such us platinum, copper oxide, or iron oxide has shown an improved
sensitivity and selectivity to reducing species including hydrogen [11], hydrogen sulfide [12] or
toluene [13], respectively. As far as cerium oxide is concerned, the peculiarity that makes this oxide
also attractive in gas sensors reside overall in the defect sites caused by the valence state changes
between Ce4+ and Ce3+, which considerably alter the concentration of oxygen vacancies, and provides
a good redox behavior and catalytic activity [14–16]. However, and despite these favorable surface
properties the use of cerium oxide in gas sensing is still infrequent (Figure 1) and its sensing properties
upon VOCs have not been fully explored in the literature related to gas sensors.
Optimized gas sensitive MOXs need synthetic methods able to produce well defined and even
structures. Additive (bottom-up) synthetic methods, as opposed to subtractive (top-down) methods,
are ideal for this task and industrially attractive as they provide the ability to generate films in a
continuous mode with high purities and high throughput. Aerosol assisted (AA) chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) is a versatile additive synthetic method used previously to obtain non-modified
(e.g., WO3) or metal/MOX modified MOXs (e.g., Pt/WO3, Fe2O3/WO3) [11,13]. Additionally, recently,
the AACVD of cerium oxide from Ce (dbm)4 has been proved as a strategy to overcome the low
volatility of traditional cerium CVD precursors [17]. In this work, however, we achieve the AACVD
of cerium oxide from Ce (acac)3 precursor and use this route to synthesize cerium oxide-tungsten
oxide core-shell nanowires in a two-step process performed directly on silicon-based micromachined
platforms. In addition, we validate the sensing properties of these systems to acetone, and other
relevant VOCs monitored in early disease diagnosis.
Figure 1. A survey of the most applicable gas sensitive MOXs reported in the literature (Web of Science
database from 1998 to 2018).
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2. Materials and Methods
Tungsten oxide (non-modified nanowires), cerium oxide (non-modified porous films), and cerium
oxide-tungsten oxide core-shell nanowires were grown directly onto micromachined transducing
platforms (Figure 2a) [18] using the AACVD system described previously [19]. AACVD is a variant
of the conventional CVD technique, which uses aerosol to transport dissolved precursors to a heated
reaction zone. Here, the non-modified tungsten oxide nanowires films were deposited at 350 ◦C from
a solution of tungsten hexacarbonyl (30 mg, W(CO)6, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA, ≥97%)
and methanol (5 mL Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99.6%), whereas the non-modified cerium oxide films were
deposited at 500 ◦C from cerium (III) acetylacetonate hydrate (28 mg, Ce (acac)3·×H2O, Sigma-Aldrich)
dissolved in methanol (2 ml, Sigma-Aldrich). On the other hand, the cerium oxide-tungsten oxide
core-shell nanowires were achieved using a two-step AACVD process [20], in which the tungsten
oxide nanowire cores were deposited at 350 ◦C in the first step and the cerium oxide shell film at
500 ◦C in the second step employing the same protocols described above for the non-modified films.
Finally, the non-modified and modified films were annealed at 500 ◦C in air.
The morphology of the films was examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM— Auriga
Series, 3 KV, Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) and the phase using X-ray Diffraction (XRD–Bruker-AXS,
model A25 D8 Discover, Cu Kα radiation, Billerica, MA, USA). Further analysis of the material was
carried out using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS—Kratos Axis Supra with monochromatic Al
Kα X-ray radiation, an emission current of 15 mA and hybrid lens mode, Manchester, UK). The survey
and detailed spectra were measured using pass energy of 80 eV and 20 eV, respectively. The band
gap of the films was estimated by measuring the diffuse reflectance (AvaSpec-UV/VIS/NIR, Avantes,
Apeldoorn, the Netherlands) of the films and performing Kubelka–Munk transformation.
The microsensors were tested in a continuous flow test chamber provided with mass flow
controllers that allow the mixture of dry/humid air and calibrated gaseous analytes (ethanol, acetone,
toluene, carbon monoxide and hydrogen purchased from Praxair, Danbury, CT, USA) to obtain the
desired concentration. To have a proper control of the relative humidity (RH) inside the gas test
chamber, an evaluation kit (EK-H4, Sensirion AG, Stäfa, Switzerland) with a humidity sensor was also
used. The dc resistance measurements of the microsensor were achieved in a system provided with
an electrometer (Keathley 6517A, Cleveland, OH, USA) and a multimeter (Keathley 2700, Cleveland,
OH, USA) with switch system to monitor various sensors simultaneously. More details of the
characterization systems were reported elsewhere [18]. The sensor response was defined as Ra/Rg,
where Ra and Rg are the resistance in dry/humid air and the resistance after 600 s of analyte exposure,
respectively. The sensors were tested for a period of one month during which each sensor accumulated
180 h of operation under the different conditions (analytes, temperatures, humidity) employed.
3. Results
3.1. Gas Sensitive Films
SEM imaging of the microsensors after AACVD of the gas sensitive structures showed uniform
deposited films that covered the electrodes integrated into the micromachined membrane (Figure 2a).
A close view of the non-modified tungsten oxide wires (W) showed bare and even surfaces as noticed
previously for other AACVD tungsten oxide structures [21]. In contrast, a close view of the cerium
oxide-tungsten oxide core-shell wires (Ce/W) displayed the presence of a rugged thin film covering
the wire surface (Figure 2b,c), similarly to that observed when depositing non-modified cerium-based
films (Ce) from a Ce (acac)3 methanolic solution via AACVD (Figure 2d).
Generally, AACVD of the non-modified (W and Ce) and modified (Ce/W) films showed a
good adherence to the substrate, with the wire-like morphology films (i.e., W and Ce/W) forming
a mat-like network of non-aligned nanowires with diameters below 100 nm, and the particle-like
morphology films (i.e., Ce) displaying a porous surface composed of grains with diameters below
40 nm. The as-deposited non-modified W films displayed a bluish color, whereas the Ce/W films
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displayed a dark yellowish to dark green color, similarly to the color observed on the Ce films.
However, after annealing the non-modified W and modified Ce/W films became whitish and pale
yellowish, respectively. Figure 3 displays the diffuse reflectance spectra of the films deposited without
modification (i.e., only tungsten oxide or only cerium oxide) via AACVD. These measurements and
their corresponding Kubelka–Munk transformation indicated optical band gaps at ~3.2 eV for the
tungsten oxide films and ~3.1 eV for the cerium oxide films, in agreement with the literature band gap
values of tungsten oxide (2.6–3.7 eV) [22] and cerium oxide (2.7–3.4 eV) [15].
Figure 2. The SEM imaging of a (a) gas sensor device, the Ce/W nanowires at (b) low and (c) high
magnification, and (d) the non-modified Ce films integrated on the micromachined membrane.
Figure 3. The diffuse reflectance spectra of the aerosol assisted chemical vapor deposited (a) tungsten
oxide and (b) cerium oxide films without modification.
XRD analysis of the films revealed the presence of a monoclinic-phase (International Centre of
Diffraction Data–ICDD card no. 72-0677) in the W and Ce/W films with greatly enhanced intensity
(preferred orientation) in the [001] direction, consistent with our previous results for AACVD of
tungsten oxide [13]. A weak diffraction peak was also noticed at 47.8◦ 2θ for the Ce/W films
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(Figure 4). This diffraction peak is in line with the pattern identified on the non-modified Ce based
films corresponding to cerium dioxide (Crystallography Open Database–COD ID card no. 7217887).
Figure 4. The XRD pattern of the Ce/W films. The diffraction peak at 47.8◦ 2θ (full pink circle)
corresponds to cerium dioxide cubic phase (P1), COD ID card no. 7217887, the rest of the diffraction
peaks (full blue squares) in the data can be indexed to a monoclinic phase (P21/n), ICDD card no.
72-0677, with only peaks of greatly enhanced intensity (preferred orientation), specifically indexed.
The XPS of both W and Ce/W films exhibited typical W 4f7/2, W 4f5/2 and W 5p3/2 XPS core level
peaks (Figure 5a), consistent with the literature and previous tungsten oxide nanowires synthetized
via AACVD [13]. XPS narrow scan spectra of the Ce 3d core level peaks at the Ce and Ce/W wires
displayed multiplet splitting between 875 and 920 eV in agreement with the standard binding energies
for Ce 3d peaks and partially reduced cerium oxide [23,24]. Figure 5b displays the experimental data
and the corresponding deconvolution of the Ce 3d spectrum recorded on the Ce/W wires. The peaks
v, v” and v”’ are attributed to the main and satellite peaks of the Ce4+ state, whereas the peaks v0,
v’ correspond to the peaks of Ce3+ state. The relative contribution of Ce4+ and Ce3+ species at the
Ce/W films was estimated from the ratio of integrated Ce4+ peaks to the total Ce4+ and Ce3+ peaks,
finding a value of ~42% for Ce4+ and 58% Ce3+ species. The relatively high amount of Ce3+ species
indicate a charge imbalance with oxygen vacancy defects and an unsaturated chemical bond at the
Ce/W film suggesting a high redox nature of the film.
Figure 5. (a) The W 4f and (b) Ce 3d spectra recorded on the cerium-modified wires. The W 4f spectrum
recorded on the non-modified tungsten oxide wires showed similar characteristics.
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Linear extrapolation of the valence band (VB) leading edge on the XPS spectra recorded on the
Ce/W film near the Fermi level (EB = 0) indicates the simultaneous presence of both cerium oxide
and tungsten oxide induced VB (Figure 6a). One can notice that the VB onset for cerium oxide occurs
~0.5 eV (ΔEV) above the VB onset for tungsten oxide. Therefore, according to the band gap estimated
by diffuse reflectance for each non-modified material in the position of the conduction band (CB) of
cerium oxide is ~0.4 eV (ΔEC) above the CB of tungsten oxide, consequently suggesting a staggered
type of heterojunction at the interface of the Ce/W core-shell structures (Figure 6b). In contrast,
the linear extrapolation of VB leading edge on the XPS spectra of the W and Ce films showed only the
presence of tungsten oxide induced VB at 2.9 eV in agreement with previous reports [13].
Figure 6. (a) The XPS valence band spectra of the cerium-modified tungsten oxide nanowires, and (b)
schematic of the estimated energy level diagram at the interface. ECB and EVB represent the conduction
band minimum and the valence band maximum (not to scale).
In brief, the characterization of the films deposited via AACVD demonstrates the formation
of crystalline cerium oxide-tungsten oxide core-shell wires with a relatively high amount of Ce3+
species at the surface and the presence of the characteristic valence band onsets for cerium oxide and
tungsten oxide.
3.2. Gas Sensing Tests
Overall, the sensors displayed an n-type response with a good reproducibility to the target gaseous
analytes (acetone, ethanol, toluene, carbon monoxide, and hydrogen) and relatively low variations of
the baseline resistance along the testing period. Gas sensing tests of the microsensors were carried out
at various operating temperatures from 150 ◦C to 400 ◦C by DC resistance measurements of the films
integrated via AACVD. These test proved a better sensor functionality to 80 ppm of acetone at 300 ◦C
for the sensors based on W and Ce/W films and 400 ◦C for the sensors based on Ce films. As the Ce
based sensors registered comparatively higher baseline resistances (~40 GΩ at 400 ◦C) than W (13 kΩ
at 300 ◦C) and Ce/W (65 kΩ at 300 ◦C) sensors, additionally requiring higher temperatures to achieve
the maximum responses (e.g., response to acetone 4.9 at 400 ◦C for the Ce sensors and 5.6 at 300 ◦C for
the Ce/W sensors), further analyses related to the analyte concentration and humidity dependence of
the sensor response were performed only for the W and Ce/W based sensors at 300 ◦C.
Figure 7a displays the sensor response to 80 ppm of each analyte and type of sensor at 300 ◦C.
These results show the improved responses registered for the Ce/W sensors, as opposed to the W
sensors, as well as the higher responses to acetone compared to the rest of the analytes. Results in
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Figure 7a also suggests an improved selectivity for the Ce/W films with lower cross-responses among
the analytes; for instance, the difference of the response to acetone in relation to ethanol is 1.6 for the
Ce/W films and 1 for the W films. The low cross response registered on the Ce/W sensor is noticed
in more detail in Figure 7b, in which is displayed the analysis of variance (ANOVA) realized for a
data set comprising four replicates for each type of sensor and analyte. Additionally, the principal
component (PC) analysis performed using replicated responses of both sensors (i.e., W and Ce/W) to
each analyte is represented in Figure 8. These results, specifically the scores, which correspond to the
projections of the measurements in an orthogonal base of PCs, indicate the possibility to improve the
discrimination of the analytes by using an array of W and Ce/W based sensors.
Figure 7. (a) The radial plot of the sensor response to 80 ppm of acetone, ethanol, toluene, carbon
monoxide, and hydrogen using the W and Ce/W based sensors. (b) Box plots of the sensor response
to each analyte recorded by the Ce/W based sensors. Each box displays the median and upper and
lower quartiles (first and third) of the respective distribution. Box whiskers indicate the dispersion of
the measurements.
Figure 8. Principal component analysis applied to discriminate the tested VOCs by using an array of
non-modified tungsten oxide wires and the cerium oxide-tungsten oxide core-shell wire-based sensors.
Further tests of the sensors to various concentrations of each analyte showed direct proportional
changes in the response to concentration. An example of the response registered with both types of
sensors to acetone is shown in Figure 9. For these conditions, the limit of detection corresponding to
three times the noise level [25] was estimated at 1 ppm for W and 0.2 ppm for Ce/W sensors. Overall,
the changes respect to concentration for the W sensors proved a lower sensitivity compared to the
W/Ce sensors, which demonstrates a better sensitivity to the analytes. The sensitivity (S), defined as the
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ratio between the change in response (ΔR) and a fixed change in analyte concentration (ΔC) for each
sensor and analyte, was registered to be nearly five times higher for acetone and three times higher
for ethanol when using the cerium-modified sensors (found ΔR/ΔCacetone for W sensors 0.8%, Ce/W
sensors 4.7%; ΔR/ΔCethanol for W sensors 0.8%, Ce/W sensors 2.2%).
Figure 9. The sensor response to various concentrations (from 20 to 80 ppm) of acetone recorded with
the W and Ce/W based sensors.
Additional tests of the sensors in a controlled humid ambient (10 and 20% RH), consistent with
those reported after preconditioning the relative humidity in breath samples [26], registered lower
sensor response to the analytes. The loss of response in humid ambient is a consequence of the
proportional drop of the baseline resistance to relative humidity. This proportional change is usually
present in metal oxides exposed to humidity due to the formation of hydroxyl groups at temperatures
above 100 ◦C [18]. Currently, most of the strategies to attenuate further the humidity interference
from the material point of view are connected with the fine tune of the MOX morphology [27]
and/or the incorporation of humidity-insensitive additives (e.g., NiO [28], CuO [12], or SiO2 [29]).
Figure 10 displays the typical resistance changes for the W and Ce/W sensors to each mixture of RH
and acetone tested and their replicates.
Figure 10. The resistance changes registered for (a) W and (b) Ce/W to acetone in dry and humid
ambient (RH: relative humidity).
Previous reports in the literature related to acetone sensing using modified tungsten oxide films
(with Au, Pd, AuPd) suggest the functionality of tungsten oxide at 300 ◦C for relatively high acetone
concentrations (200–1000 ppm) [30]. Further tests, also performed on tungsten oxide, modified with
TiO2 [31] or Si [32] show the functionality of the sensors at similar (30 ppm) or lower (100–600 ppb)
acetone concentrations, respectively, although requiring higher operating temperatures (400–500 ◦C),
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than those needed in this work. On the other hand, the use of cerium oxide as the gas sensitive element
has been rarely reported in the literature, with the performance of this material having indicated the
potential for sensing VOCs including acetone [33,34]. In general, the responses of the above mentioned
non-miniaturized acetone sensors in the literature [30–34] are in the same order of magnitude than our
micromachined sensors based on the cerium oxide-tungsten oxide core-shell wires, which suggests the
viability of sensor miniaturization without losing the sensitivity of the system when optimizing the
sensitive material. In addition, the good reproducibility of the responses during the testing period and
the analysis (SEM, XRD) of the samples after the gas sensing experiments (which showed unchanged
properties of the material with respect to the properties recorded initially) indicated a good stability of
the sensors.
The enhanced functionality recorded on the Ce/W sensors is connected with the formation
of heterojunctions at the interface of the tungsten oxide wires and the cerium oxide porous films.
These heterojunctions are present due to the different band energies in both MOXs (Figure 6b),
which facilitate electron migration from the cerium oxide film to the tungsten oxide wire. Generally,
as oxygen is preadsorbed at the sensitive film during air exposure, the surface depletion region (LD)
and, in turn, the conduction channel along the wires are narrowed, which leads to lower conductivity
along the film (Figure 11a). Alternatively, when a reducing analyte (i.e., VOCs) reacts with the
preadsorbed oxygen, electrons are released back to the conduction band, and the depth of the surface
depletion is narrowed, increasing the conduction channel along the wire and, in turn, its conductivity
(Figure 11b). This mechanism controlled by the pre-adsorbed oxygen is similar for the non-modified
and modified films, with the peculiarity that the charge transfer process (electron migration) occurring
at the junction of the cerium oxide film and tungsten oxide wire provides larger electron density to
the wires (accumulation layer) in the pre-adsorption cycle (as opposed to the non-modified W or Ce
films). This allows for larger changes of the depletion layer and an enhanced modulation of the wire
conduction channel, which is reflected finally on the sensor response.
In the same line, the lowering of the baseline resistance upon humidity implies a diminution of
the chemically active oxygen species at the surface and, in turn, a narrow surface depletion in the air
(pre-adsorption). Thus, as the conduction channel in humid ambient is wider than in dry ambient
(Figure 11), the conduction changes induced by the reducing gas are less significant, and thus the
sensor response is as well.
Summarizing, the gas sensing tests showed improved acetone sensing properties for Ce/W based
microsensors showing a higher response, and better sensitivity and selectivity to the analytes tested in
relation to the W or Ce based microsensors.
Figure 11. The schematic view of the heterojunction formed at the surface of the cerium oxide (Ce)
core-shell tungsten oxide (W) wires and the possible mechanism (a) after exposure to air and (b)
reducing gases such as acetone. LD is the Debye length or depth of the depletion region from the
surface (not at scale).
4. Conclusions
These results demonstrate the formation of cerium oxide-tungsten oxide core-shell nanowires
with improved response and sensitivity to acetone as compared to non-modified tungsten oxide wires
or cerium oxide porous films. Tests of these sensors to acetone in humid ambient showed a drop of
the responses as a consequence of the lowering of the baseline resistance due to humidity. Principal
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component analysis of the responses obtained for each analytes using an array the non-modified and
modified sensitive films indicated the possibility to enhance the selectivity of the microsensors by
improving the discrimination of analytes. The improved sensitivity is attributed to the formation
of heterojunctions at the interface of both oxides (i.e., tungsten oxide and cerium oxide) which
leads to an ‘extra’ chemical and electronic sensitization to the modified films as compared to the
non-modified films.
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Abstract: Since electronic noses are used more and more for air quality monitoring purposes, and in
some countries are starting to have a legal value, there is a need for standardization and programs for
the quality verification of instruments. Such quality programs have the aim to guarantee the main
characteristics of the instrument for both the final user and local authorities, let the user establish
a suitable maintenance procedure and give information on measurement uncertainty. One critical
aspect when dealing with electronic noses for environmental odour monitoring is that environmental
odours are complex mixtures that are not repeatable nor reproducible, giving that they are not suitable
for quality verifications. This paper aims to review and discuss the different approaches that can
be adopted in order to perform quality checks on electronic noses (e-noses) used for environmental
odour monitoring, thereby referring to existing technical standards, such as the Dutch NTA 9055:2012,
the new German VDI 3518-3:2018, and the Italian UNI 1605848 project, which directly refer to
electronic noses. Moreover, also the European technical standards that are prescriptive for automatic
measuring systems (AMSs) are taken into consideration (i.e., EN 14181:2014 and EN 15267:2009),
and their possible applicability to electronic noses is investigated. Finally, the pros and cons of the
different approaches are presented and discussed in the conclusions section.
Keywords: air quality; technical standards; quality protocols; emission monitoring; sensor arrays;
performance testing; minimum requirements
1. Introduction
Since the first report of an electronic nose based on chemical sensors and pattern recognition
in 1982 [1], the instruments have experienced a significant development; they have been studied by
several research groups over the world for a number of diverse possible applications in different
sectors. The most interesting and promising sectors for the application of electronic noses that can be
found in the scientific literature concern the food industry (e.g., [2–6]), medical diagnosis (e.g., [7–13]),
and environmental monitoring (e.g., [14–16]).
It is a fact that, despite several promising results, practical applications of electronic noses in
real-life are still limited [17]. Besides some technical criticalities, comprising for instance sensor lack
of sensitivity/selectivity [18,19], interference with temperature and humidity [20], and drift [21–23],
the lack of standardization also represents an important limit towards large-scale diffusion of electronic
noses at an industrial level [15,24]. Given the wide range of different electronic noses available on
the market, often based on different sensor types [25–27], data processing and pattern recognition
systems [28,29], and/or functioning principles [4,30], it is very important that precise procedures
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for the verification of the instrument suitability for the desired application and its utilization are
established [24].
Especially in the environmental field, in the last 15 years, electronic noses have become more
and more popular air quality monitoring tools. As a matter of fact, they currently represent the only
method available for the continuous monitoring of odours in the field [15,31].
Odour pollution is nowadays a serious environmental problem, and one of the major causes
of citizens’ complaints to local authorities. For this reason, odours are now subject to control and
regulation in many countries [32,33], thus making it necessary to have reliable and accurate methods for
the assessment of odour impacts. Indeed, dynamic olfactometry, which is the reference method for the
measurement of odour concentration, is intrinsically discontinuous, and applies to the quantification
of emission sources, as stated in the scope of the reference standard for dynamic olfactometry [34].
Dispersion models are commonly applied to evaluate how odour emissions disperse from the source to
the receptors and to evaluate odour impacts [31,33]. The input parameter that defines odour emissions
in dispersion models is the so called “odour emission rate” (OER), expressed in odour units per
unit time (i.e., ouE/s). However, there are many situations in which source characterization and the
estimation of a representative OER may become extremely complex, for which the use of electronic
noses is particularly indicated for odour impact or exposure assessment purposes. Such cases include
for instance sources having variable emissions over time, whereby it is difficult to associate a specific
OER to every hour of the simulation domain. Such variable emissions are typical of discontinuous
productions, including for instance plants working “on order”, which work just a few hours a day
(e.g., asphalts production), or manufacture different products depending on customers’ requests (e.g.,
pharmaceuticals). Another critical case is represented by diffuse sources, such as not-ventilated sheds
or tanks, for which the estimation of the emitted air flow, which is necessary as input data for the
dispersion model, is not always possible [35]. However, it is worth mentioning that, in recent years,
great efforts are being made in the field of complex source characterization (e.g., [36,37]).
For this reason, in the field of environmental odour monitoring, electronic noses are rapidly turning
from being only scientific and research objects to proper air quality monitoring tools. Besides examples
describing applications of e-noses as air quality monitoring tools for odour impact assessment, alone
or in combination with other techniques [38–40], there are also some situations in which e-noses are
prescribed on a regulatory level [41,42]. It is clear that, when odour monitoring data produced by
electronic noses start having a legal value, the need arises to have standards and quality programs
allowing to ensure the quality of the whole monitoring process. As a general rule, standards play
an important role for developing functional and reliable products for the global marketplace: they
typically provide performance criteria that can be used to optimize the reliability and safety of new
products [43]. According to this, standardized quality protocols are particularly needed for the
instruments’ performance verification.
As a general rule, such quality programs have the aim to guarantee the main characteristics of the
instrument for both the final user and the local authorities, let the user establish a suitable maintenance
procedure and give information on measurement uncertainty [44].Given the intrinsic complexity of
electronic nose features, and the wide variety of instrument types—sometimes based on different
functioning principles and sensor types [16,25,30]—available on the market, standardization in this
field should not concern the instrument hardware, but requirements on its performance could be fixed.
This approach allows the instrument to be considered as a “black box”, by only taking into account the
output metrics related to a given stimulus (input), thus ignoring the model that is used to transform
the sensor signals into this output. One critical aspect regarding the application of electronic noses to
environmental odour monitoring is that such odours are typically complex mixtures of hundreds of
different compounds (e.g., [45–47]), and thus not repeatable nor reproducible. Environmental odours
are therefore unsuitable for quality verifications, which require the standard reference materials that
are tested to be repeatable and reproducible. However, some attempts of standardization have been
carried out over the years, and will be discussed further on in this paper.
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This paper has the aim of highlighting the importance of establishing suitable quality protocols
applicable to electronic noses used as environmental odour monitoring systems and to describe some
different approaches that can be adopted in order to perform quality checks on such instruments,
thereby reviewing the relevant standards and publications in this field, and critically discuss the pros
and cons related to their practical applicability.
For this purpose, the paper is divided into three parts.
The first part (Section 2) represents a state-of-the-art overview of how, in the last 15 years, electronic
noses for environmental odour monitoring have evolved from a purely scientific and research level
to become proper air quality monitoring tools used by plant operators as well as by local authorities
for the management of odour issues through quantification of exposure or identification of emission
sources. This state-of-the-art does not claim to provide an exhaustive review of all literature studies
describing the application of electronic noses for environmental odour monitoring, nor to describe
all currently available different electronic nose technologies, for which other extensive review papers
already exist [4,15,16,48,49], but it is limited to those works proving the evolution of such instruments
from research objects to regulatory tools.
The second part (Sections 3 and 4) reviews the relevant existing technical standards and guidelines
that directly refer to electronic noses or that could possibly be applied to them. In more detail, Section 3
gives a short historical overview of the standardization attempts that have been made in Europe related
to electronic noses, although not all necessarily referring exclusively to their environmental applications.
Then, Section 4 briefly describes the relevant technical standards referring to other instruments intended
for air quality monitoring, i.e., automatic measuring systems (AMSs). Although electronic noses are
not AMSs, their implementation for emission and ambient air monitoring purposes, arises the question
of the possibility to assimilate them with AMSs
Finally, the last part of this review (Section 5) represents a critical discussion of the possible
approaches for the development and the application of standardized quality protocols for electronic
noses intended specifically for environmental odour monitoring. In this section, possible alternative or
complementary schemes for electronic noses qualification are proposed and discussed. As previously
mentioned, such quality protocols are fundamental in order to properly characterize the instruments
in terms of performance characteristics, measurement uncertainty, and effective applicability.
It is important to highlight that this paper only focuses on electronic noses used for monitoring
odour as a whole, and not for the detection or identification of odorant substances.
2. State-of-the-Art of Electronic Nose Applications as Environmental Odour Monitoring Tools
The aim of this section is to give a brief overview of relevant examples of electronic nose
applications for environmental odour monitoring, thereby focusing on those works that aimed to
promote them as effective air quality monitoring tools. As previously mentioned, this section does not
claim to give an exhaustive review of electronic nose applications for environmental odour monitoring,
which have been already discussed in a recent review paper [15], but it has the aim only to describe
their evolution in time from research objects to potential regulatory tools.
Historically, one of the first important works dealing with the use of an electronic nose for odour
analysis and identification was reported by Nicolas et al. in 2000 [50]. This work describes the use of
very simple instruments based on SnO2 sensors for measurements around real sources of malodour
in the environment such as compost facilities, waste water treatment plants, rendering plants, etc.
giving promising classification results with discriminant analysis and principal component analysis.
The authors also highlight the influence of atmospheric conditions on the sensor responses and the
necessity to carry out repeated training over time in order to compensate sensor drift. In a more recent
work [51], the same authors describe the application of five electronic noses, each comprising six Metal
Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) sensors from Figaro®, for the assessment of odour annoyance near a
compost facility. The study proves the system to be sufficiently efficient to predict in real time possible
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odour annoyance in the surroundings of the plant, even though the approach suffers from various
uncertainties, from the sensors to the final determination of the distance of downwind annoyance.
One of the first examples in the literature in which the electronic nose is proposed as a methodology
to quantitatively determine an odour impact was described by Sironi et al. in 2007 [52]. In this case,
two electronic noses, each equipped with six MOS sensors, were used for monitoring odours from a
composting plant. After training, one instrument was installed at the plant fence-line, while the second
instrument was installed at a receptor located at about 4.3 km from the plant under investigation.
The electronic noses analysed the air every 12 min for a 4-day period, then the sensor responses were
analysed with the aim of classifying the analysed air into the different olfactory classes considered for
training. This way, odour exposure could be assessed in terms of relative recognition frequency of
odours from the monitored plant. This study also provides a sort of instrument performance evaluation
by comparison of the outputs of the electronic nose installed at the receptor with the recordings of
odour episodes of the residents. These data were presented in a confusion matrix and an accuracy index
for classification was evaluated, which was equal to 72%. This result was considered as satisfactory,
despite the reported influence of atmospheric humidity and sensor drift.
Another study in which the electronic nose responses were evaluated in combination with other
sensorial observations (e.g., odour complaints reports and odour observations of experts) was reported
by Milan et al. in 2012 [53]. This work describes a huge monitoring program aiming to map the
odour impact in the Port of Rotterdam by using 40 fixed and four mobile electronic noses for a 3-year
period. The objectives of investigating the electronic nose potential as an odour management tool for
reducing odour exposure, as well as a safety management tool for the fast recognition of accidental
gases resulting in incidents was considered as promising, although the validation procedure involving
the comparison of instrumental and sensorial odour observations was not detailed in this work.
A different interesting application of electronic noses in this field was described by Chirmata et al.
in 2015 [54], where electronic noses were used in order to implement a system for the continuous
monitoring and tracking of odours in the city of Agadir. In this case, meteorological data were used in
order to follow instantly the odour level in the study area and to identify the emission sources.
Finally, a very recent example of electronic nose implementation as an environmental odour
monitoring tool in Italy is given by Licen et al. [55], who describes a 4-month survey close to a steel
plant in Trieste. In that case, self-organizing maps proved to be a useful tool for visualizing the dynamic
evolution of the system with time, thus allowing the identification of possible sources of malodour and
evaluate frequency and duration of odour episodes.
Besides these examples, which describe the application of electronic noses as air quality monitoring
tools for odour impact assessment, it is worth mentioning here that there are some cases in which the
use of electronic noses for odour monitoring is foreseen on a regulatory level.
One first significant example is the French regulation about rendering plants [41], which, in article
46, foresees a reduction of the periodic odour measurement campaigns if a representative and permanent
measurement is carried out by means of electronic noses.
Another very interesting example was recently presented by Cangialosi et al. in 2018 [42].
In this case an electronic nose was used in combination with an H2S continuous analyser in order to
provide a continuous measurement of the odour concentration at the fence-line of a sanitary landfill.
An automatic alert to the local authority was set when the odour concentration measured by the
electronic nose exceeded 500 ouE/m3 for more than 5 min or when two consecutive H2S concentration
measurements at 5 min intervals exceeded 20 ppb. Despite the very interesting application, the results
of the study showed that the odour concentration values estimated by the electronic nose were poorly
correlated with the H2S concentration measurements.
It is worth highlighting that such prescriptions involving the installation of an electronic nose for
continuous odour measurement around some plants (and specifically landfills) are now becoming a
common trend in the Region of Puglia, in Southern Italy.
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3. History of Standardization Attempts in the Field of Electronic Olfaction
This section gives a brief historical overview of the standardization attempts that have been made
in Europe in the field of electronic olfaction. These do not necessarily refer only to electronic noses for
environmental applications.
3.1. First Standardization Attempts: The Second Network on Artificial Olfactory Sensing (NOSE II)
As reported in a recent and very interesting opinion paper by T. Nagle and S. Schiffman [43],
the first attempt for standardization in the field of electronic olfaction was carried out in 2001, under
the sponsorship of the European Commission. The Second Network on Artificial Olfactory Sensing
(NOSE II) [56] was constituted and its main task was to work out its own recommendations for
standards and to foster their use in the sensor and e-nose community. The work was organized in
three working groups (WGs), dealing with the following topics:
• standard data format for electronic nose data
• calibration and standardization
• hardware–software interfaces.
However, in the end, no specific standards were completed. The reasons given were: (i) the
large number of available sensor types and electronic nose technologies; (ii) the WG goals were too
broad; (iii) failure by the industry to establish a generic electronic nose technology; (iv) no broad
industry support for a common data format; and (v) fragmented markets with different application
requirements [43].
3.2. The NTA 9055.2012
After that, in 2012, the national standardization body of the The Netherlands (NEN) was the first one
who succeeded in releasing a technical agreement document (NTA 9055:2012 [57]) regarding the specific
use of electronic noses for the monitoring of odour emissions that may cause odour nuisance or safety risks.
As stated in the scope of this document: “the purpose of NTA 9055 is to draw up a list of requirements
for using an electronic nose (e-nose) to detect changes in the composition of the ambient air”.
The scope defines the following fields of application:
• Continuous monitoring: since dynamic olfactometry does not allow for continuous odour
monitoring, electronic noses can be used for this purpose. It is claimed that “continuous
monitoring using e-noses, combined with a knowledge of current process and weather conditions,
makes it possible to identify the cause of odour nuisance in a targeted way”.
• Information for risk assessment: electronic noses are proposed as tools enabling quick gathering
of information concerning the dispersion of gaseous substances in the case of sudden major
emissions, e.g., as a result of an incident. The document affirms that this information could
possibly be used as a basis for a risk assessment.
• Emission detection and process monitoring: it is stated that the use of electronic noses for emission
detection in industrial applications may help to optimise the process and minimise odour nuisance.
Then, after a brief general description of the electronic nose technology given in Section 1 (and
normative references, definitions, and abbreviations reported in Sections 2–4), Section 5 aims to describe
the methodology for using an electronic nose. First, the principles of electronic nose training are generically
reported. Training involves the recording of the electronic nose signals when exposed to air with a given
composition and the correlation of these data with the data acquired by sensory or instrumental analysis
of the same air, so that “relevant sensory or instrumental perceptions can be reproduced if the same
electronic nose data is recorded”. It is specified that training can be carried out at the measurement site
or in a laboratory. In both cases the procedure involves collecting the electronic nose data together with
information provided by other means of detection and then correlating the electronic nose data with the
other information.
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Then, Section 5 of this document gives a general description of electronic nose networks (Section 5.2)
and of mobile electronic noses (Section 5.3). Finally, Section 6 very briefly gives some indications about
sampling, thereby referring to other existing norms.
Although this technical document has the undeniable value of having been the first technical
document published by a standardization body regarding electronic noses, it has the drawback of
being extremely synthetic and too generic to achieve the goal of standardization of the procedures for
the application of these instruments in the environmental and safety sectors. Despite the statement of
the scope of the document, no requirements for the use of electronic noses are defined, except for a
generic description of the instrument training. What is totally missing for a standard is a description
of the procedures for the verification of the electronic nose functionality nor the validation of the
instrument outputs.
After the publication of this first technical document, with all its limitations, the need for
standardization on this topic at a European level became evident. For this reason, a few years later,
in 2014, the European Committee on Standardization (CEN) promoted the constitution of a working
group dedicated to the draft of a standard on instrumental odour monitoring (WG41), whose activity
will be detailed in the next section.
3.3. The CEN TC/264 WG41 “Instrumental Odour Monitoring”
As previously mentioned, after the publication of the NTA 9055:2012, a new European working
group (WG41) was established within CEN TC/264 on air quality to draft a standard related to
instrumental odour monitoring systems. The WG41 was composed by experts nominated by
national standardization bodies from European countries including Belgium, France, Germany,
Italy, The Netherlands, Spain, and the UK [58].
The scope of this standard is to specify requirements for instrumental odour monitoring systems
(IOMS) for the monitoring of odour in ambient air and in emissions to ambient air. Indoor air
was excluded from the scope of the WG. The primary application is to generate odour metrics that
are relevant indicators for the presence and attributes of odour as would be perceived by human
observers. A benefit of instrumental odour monitoring systems is that they can be used for continuous
measurement [58].
The working item intentionally refers to IOMS and not to electronic noses, in order to include any
generic “instrument” that can be applied to the monitoring of environmental odours, independently
from its functioning principle or sensing technology. Odour is here considered as a whole, thereby
referring to “odour” as the “sensation perceived by means of the olfactory organ in sniffing certain
volatile substances”, and not to single odorants. Moreover, given the wide range of different devices
for instrumental odour monitoring available on the market, based on a variety of different functional
principles for gas sensing, the technical design of such systems, their calibration, training and the
mathematical model that is used to convert sensor signals into output metrics are not part of this
standard, which considers the system as a “black box”.
According to this approach, the work of the WG was focusing mainly on the validation regimes
that can be used to prove performance claims. This included defining specific objectives and limitations,
thus establishing procedures aiming to verify the instrument suitability for a specific application and
its utilization, within defined boundary conditions.
The validation process consists of comparing the IOMS output metrics with odour assessment
metrics obtained with suitable reference methods. The reference methods for odour measurement
involve the use of human assessors.
For the task of the identification odour presence and odour classification the reference method is
represented by field inspections using panel members according to EN 16841:2016 (part 1 or part 2) [59,60].
The EN 16841:2016 is a European Norm that standardizes the field inspection method for odour assessment
in the field by means of qualified panel members. In more detail, part 1 of the standard describes a method
(“grid method”) for determining the level of odour exposure within a defined assessment area over a
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sufficiently long period of time to be representative for the meteorological conditions of that location.
Part 2 describes a method (“plume method”) for the determination of the extent of recognizable odours
from a specific source using direct observation under specific meteorological conditions.
The reference method for validating the IOMS capability to quantify odours by providing an
odour stimulus indicator value is dynamic olfactometry, as described by the EN 13725:2003 [34].
This standard defines the reference method for the determination of the odour concentration of an
odorous gas sample using dynamic olfactometry with human assessors, thus providing a common
basis for evaluation of odour emissions.
As already mentioned, up to now, the activity of the WG has been focusing more on the
instrument final validation than its quality check. The main difficulties related to the development of a
European Standard on this topic are associated with the fact that the currently existing technologies
and applications in the different European countries, and therefore the expectations of the national
representatives in the WG, are sometimes very different from each other.
However, since the activity of the WG is still ongoing and under discussion, it will be not described
further in this paper.
3.4. The VDI 3518-3:2018
Very recently, in December 2018, the German VDI (Association of German Engineers) published a
guideline relating specifically to odour measurements with electronic noses, i.e., the VDI 3518 Part 3
“Multigas sensors—Odour-related measurements with electronic noses and their testing” [61].
This guideline represents an important step forward towards standardization of electronic noses,
although it does not refer specifically to the environmental monitoring of odours, but also to other





One interesting aspect of the guideline is that it defines three different measurement tasks
(functionalities) for electronic noses:
• differentiation, i.e., detecting the presence of odours;
• identification. i.e., determining the odour type;
• quantification, i.e., determining the odour intensity.
As stated in this guideline, since electronic noses can be used for a range of different odour-related
measurements, the prerequisite is general suitability for the planned application.
For this reason, the VDI guideline describes a procedure for the instrument verification, which is
based on three steps.
First, minimum equipment specifications for electronic noses have to be defined. For the formal
testing of the equipment’s suitability, data on usage, on the construction, on operating, and on the
basic functionality have to be submitted.
As a second step, metrological functionality of the electronic nose has to be tested.
Although demonstrating the metrological functionality of electronic noses is not a definitive proof
of their suitability for the specific odour-related application, it has to be considered as a prerequisite
for reliable operation of the instrument. If the metrological functionality testing is not passed, then it
could hardly be expected that the instrument will be suitable for odour measurement in the desired
final application. The test shall prove that, when exposed to a test gas, mechanical effects, electric
interference, and climatic ambient factors, the electronic nose outcome shall not be affected by more
than a deviation of 30% from the reference value.
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Finally, once the metrological suitability of the electronic nose has been demonstrated, further
testing is required in order to demonstrate the basic suitability of electronic noses for odour-related
measurements. The tests can demonstrate the correlation between the electronic nose outputs and the
results of an olfactory (sensorial) odour measurement carried out with human assessors.
Performance testing both for metrological functionality and for suitability for odour measurement
has to be carried out with at least three standard test gases, containing odorants with known properties,
to be chosen from a list provided in annex B of the guideline. Appropriate tests and odorants are to be
chosen and the concrete test conditions agreed in accordance with the intended application.
The principle of the guideline is very interesting, since it tries to adopt a similar verification
logic as those applied for other measurement instrumentation, but still considering the peculiarities
of the electronic nose with respect to other chemical analysers. However, since the guideline is not
application-specific, it does not account for the peculiarities of the single odour-related measurement.
As a matter of fact, testing an electronic nose destined to environmental odour monitoring should entail
the verification of different requirements as those that are needed, for instance, for medical diagnosis.
As previously mentioned, the guideline fixes minimum performances of the instruments to be
guaranteed. The drawback of this approach is that the electronic nose technology is still very “young”
and probably not mature enough to have fixed minimum requirements, which might, in the end,
represent a limitation for further instrument development. Moreover, the minimum requirements fixed
in this guideline are based on industrial certifications, thus hardly applicable to research prototypes
and products of small manufacturers.
3.5. The Italian UNI1605848 Project
Very recently, in February 2019, the Italian Standardization Body UNI proposed a specific standard
on the determination of odours by means of IOMS (instrumental odour monitoring systems) and their
qualification. As already mentioned in Section 2, in Italy the use of electronic noses as air quality
monitoring tools has grown significantly in the last few years, given that in some specific applications
the electronic nose outputs have a legal value. As a consequence, this standard is the expression of an
urgent need in Italy to provide the local authorities and the final users with an adequate normative
text allowing for qualification of extremely different instruments that are proposed for environmental
odour monitoring purposes.
The interesting and innovative thing about this standard is that it defines three quality assurance
levels for electronic noses, following the principles of the EN 14181:2014 referred to automatic measuring
systems (AMSs) for the continuous monitoring of emissions and ambient air, which will be described
in the next section.
As a first step, electronic noses for environmental odour monitoring should undergo an initial
metrological verification. This verification should be carried out by the manufacturer, in order to
declare the instrument properties before its installation in the field. The parameters that shall be
defined are, among others, the expected sensor responses to reference gases (whose composition is not
specified and shall be chosen by the manufacturer) at zero and span, the effect of temperature and
humidity on the sensor responses, and the response time T90. By definition, T90 is the time needed for
a detector to measure 90% of the applied concentration level. In the case of electronic noses, T90 would
be the time needed for the sensor to reach 90% of its maximum response to the applied reference gas.
It is also required that the capability of the instrument to provide correct results coherently with
the type of determination (i.e., odour presence, odour class, or odour quantity) is verified in the
laboratory before its installation in the field. The standard does not specify how this should be done
in detail; the manufacturer shall provide all information related to the metrological verifications in a
specific report that describes the methodology adopted.
The usefulness of this information is that, during its application in the field, the electronic
nose functionality can be tested periodically by verifying that its properties declared in this initial
metrological verification are still satisfied.
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The essential verification step is carried out after installation in the field in order to verify the
IOMS functionality as a whole, thereby including training, according to the reference method EN
13725:2003. The procedures for the verification depend on the type of determination requested (i.e.,
odour presence, odour class, or odour quantity). For any type of determination, the verification shall
involve the comparison of at least 15 measurements provided by the electronic nose and 15 simultaneous
measurements conducted in conformity with the EN 13725:2003, in the conditions that are considered
to be most representative of the application. Measurements shall be carried out on at least four different
days and be distributed in at least 6 h for each test day, in order to cover a 24-h cycle. The standard
does not describe how the verification shall be carried out in detail, but it is required that a verification
report is produced reporting all the relevant information about the test methods and results.
A mathematical approach is proposed for the evaluation of the deviation of the odour quantities
provided by the electronic nose from the odour concentrations measured by dynamic olfactometry
according to EN 13725:2003.
This standard, despite not being very detailed about the testing procedures, has the big advantage
of being the only approach that is based on a multi-level verification of the electronic nose, which is
fundamental in order to enable the instrument qualification in every phase of its life as an air quality
monitoring tool.
4. Relevant Technical Norms Related to Other Instruments for Air Quality Monitoring
Besides the technical documents or standardization attempts described above, which are related
directly to electronic noses, but not necessarily to air quality monitoring, other technical norms exist
that refer to other instrumentation for air quality monitoring, which can be considered as inspiring
for the development of quality protocols for electronic noses to be used in the field of environmental
odour monitoring.
This is the case for the so called “automatic measuring systems” (AMSs), which are automatic
analysers used for the continuous monitoring either of emissions or of ambient air.
Starting from 2000, CEN experts made a great effort to define all the aspects of AMSs. In more
detail, the two documents that define the basic structure of AMSs are the standards EN 14181:2014
(first edition was released in 2005) and the EN 15267 series [44]. These technical standards, which
describe the quality programs that must be followed in the realisation, validation and management of
an AMS, will be briefly described in this section; then their applicability to electronic noses will be
discussed in the next section, dedicated to the description of the approaches that can be adopted for
the development of quality protocols for instrumental odour monitoring systems.
4.1. The EN 14181:2014
The Standard EN 14181:2014 [62] specifies the procedures for establishing quality assurance levels
(QALs) for AMS installed on stationary sources for the determination of the flue gas components and
other parameters. The following levels are defined [44].
• QAL1: the AMS, intended as the entire system—from the sampling up to the final result
output—has to fulfil both general requirements (e.g., quality and safety requirements, availability,
stability, sensitivity) as well as specific requirements related to the application (e.g., matrix of
flue gas, interferents, emission limits, type of installation, weather conditions). For this purpose,
a complete evaluation of the expected performance shall be carried out based on a detailed
engineering project of the system, thereby using the mathematical formulations given by the
Standard. The QAL1 process is considered complete when, based on the AMS design, it is possible
to ensure that the uncertainty of the AMS is always below a given value.
• QAL2: QAL2 entails the initial technical verification of the system hardware and software after
installation, in order to verify both the compliance with the design and especially the calibration of
the system. QAL 2 verifications shall ensure that AMS measurements are reliable with the relevant
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standard reference method (SRM). For every pollutant or chemical compound of interest, the relevant
SRM represents the only “legally binding” method for the limit verification of that compound.
• QAL3: If QAL2 is accomplished, the AMS enters into “normal service”. After that,
the QAL3 procedure involves the establishment of a continuous Quality Assurance (QA)/Quality
Control (QC) plan, in order to guarantee that the AMS is fully operative over time.
• Annual surveillance test (AST): every year, an independent verification test is required to check
the AMS operation in order to verify QA/QC and maintenance procedure, or to solve the
non-conformities eventually raised.
4.2. The EN 15267-1/2/3:2009
EN 15267-1/2/3:2009 [63–65] specifies the general principles, including common procedures and
requirements, for the product certification of AMSs for monitoring ambient air quality and emissions
from stationary sources. This product certification consists of the following sequential stages [44]:
• performance testing of an automated measuring system;
• initial assessment of the AMS manufacturer’s quality management system;
• certification;
• surveillance.
In more detail, the scope of EN 15267 Standards series is:
• The specification of requirements for the manufacturer’s quality management system, the initial
assessment of the manufacturer’s production control and the continuing surveillance of the
effect of subsequent design changes on the performance of the AMS. It also serves as a reference
document for auditing the manufacturer’s quality management system.
• The definition of the performance criteria and test procedures for the AMS. It provides the detailed
procedures covering the QAL1 requirements of the EN 14181:2014 and, where required, the input
data to be used in QAL3.
This European Standard applies to the certification of all AMS for monitoring ambient air quality
and emissions from stationary sources for which performance criteria and test procedures are available
as European Standard.
5. Approaches for the Development of Quality Protocols for Instrumental Odour Monitoring Systems
For the specific application of electronic noses to environmental odour monitoring, different
approaches could possibly be adopted for the development of procedures for the instrument
qualification. These approaches are discussed in this section.
5.1. Approaches for the Qualification of Electronic Noses Described in the Scientific Literature
Other more or less similar approaches for e-nose performance testing have been proposed in the
scientific literature. An example of approach that can be used for qualification of electronic noses to be
used as environmental odour monitoring systems is given in References [24,66].
In more detail, the first example [24] proposes a testing procedure for performance evaluation
aimed at the definition of minimum performance requirements referred to electronic noses to be used
for environmental odour monitoring at receptors.
In this study, the following aspects were deemed important for qualifying an electronic nose for
environmental odour monitoring:
• the capability of giving repeatable and reliable responses under variable atmospheric conditions;
indeed, variations of temperature and humidity are particularly critical for e-nose environmental
outdoor use (“invariability of responses to variable atmospheric conditions”);
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• the sensitivity to odours: if e-noses are used at receptors they are likely to be exposed to very
diluted concentrations, for this reason, instruments shall have a very high sensitivity (i.e., a low
“detection limit”);
• the capability of correctly classifying the detected odours, by recognizing their provenance and
attributing them to the correct olfactory class (“classification accuracy”).
Then the study describes as example of detailed procedure adopted to test a commercial electronic
nose towards those aspects. According to the proposed procedure, the abovementioned aspects shall be
tested using standard test gases. The use of standard test gases is preferred over “real” environmental
samples, because of the intention of guaranteeing repeatability and reproducibility of the procedure,
in order to make it possible to compare the performances of different instruments tested in different
labs or at different times and conditions.
The second example [66] proposes a procedure for electronic nose performance testing based on a
similar approach. In this case, the instrument performances are evaluated through the definition of an
experimental protocol, which is structured into different levels.
The paper focuses on the first two levels of testing, which involve specific tests with standard test
gases, including for instance chemical compounds that are representative of common environmental
odours. These specific tests allow for the evaluation of the electronic nose limit of detection, lower
detection limit towards those target compounds and repeatability of responses to a given stimulus.
This type of testing is not related to specific applications and therefore raw signals are considered
instead of instrument output for performance evaluations. On the other hand, the third level of testing
is related to the specific application, and thus the performance of the trained system is evaluated in the
field in terms of classification accuracy. This third level of testing was not described in the paper [66].
The two abovementioned papers have in common that the proposed approach is based on the idea
of verifying some fundamental aspects (e.g., lower detection limit, response repeatability, capability of
compensating humidity and temperature variations, and capability to classify different odour types
correctly) by performing performance testing using standard test gases.
It is important to highlight that since standard test gases are never fully representative of what
happens in “real” environmental conditions, these tests shall not be considered as a sufficient condition
to prove the electronic nose suitability for the specific application. What is described here is a sort of
pre-qualification, which always needs to be followed by a validation in the field.
This is not very dissimilar from the approach proposed in the VDI 3518-3:2018; the main difference
is that here no minimum performance requirements are fixed.
5.2. Applicability of EN 14181:2014 and EN 15267:2009 to Electronic Noses
5.2.1. Electronic Nose as AMS?
As described in the previous section, the Technical Standards EN 14181:2014 and EN
15267:2009 define the quality protocols that must be applied to AMS, which in facts are systems
for the continuous sampling, measurement and control of pollutants in emissions and ambient air.
In a very recent paper by Cipriano [44], the author proposed the possibility of implementing the
features of the technical standards for AMSs to electronic noses, thereby focusing on qualification and
maintenance, and on the uncertainty aspects.
Although electronic noses are not AMSs, and thus this proposal may sound as a provocation,
the implementation of electronic noses for emission and ambient air monitoring purposes, as described
in the previous section, the question arises of the opportunity to partially assimilate them to AMSs.
A possible integration of such instruments into the universe of AMSs could be advantageous in order
to define the uncertainties associated with their use as air quality monitoring tools.
Indeed, an AMS device is intended to be used for continuous legal use, so it must ensure reliability,
integrity and data security. It shall allow the calculation of both the uncertainty on the measured values
vs. a SRM, and an independent verification of its metrological capabilities.
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The possibility to apply the principles of the standards for AMSs to the verification of these same
aspects is discussed here, as proposed in Reference [44].
5.2.2. Reliability, Integrity and Data Security
In order to allow QAL1 and QAL2 evaluation, electronic noses shall declare the performances of
the entire system (sensors, data acquisition, processing, interfaces, etc.) and permit their verification.
Also, in order to allow QAL3 procedures, it is necessary to have specific hardware and software
solutions to implement periodic checks of the sensors array (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Electronic nose with quality assurance (QA)/QC control of the sensor array.
One of the biggest advantages of electronic noses is their flexibility due to possible modification
of the software, by using different algorithms and calibration data. Such flexibility can be very
useful for obtaining a good QAL2, so that the instrument can be trained to give results very
close to the calibration values. However, this is also one of the biggest problems during ongoing
verifications, as every modification done after QAL2 process implies the formal invalidation of its
performances. E-nose structure shall ensure that, when the calibration process is finished, all the
relevant data and configurations are locked and encrypted in order to prevent performances changes
and unauthorized modifications.
5.2.3. Uncertainty
Nowadays all emission and ambient air monitors shall declare their “uncertainty budget”
evaluated following principles of the ISO IEC Guide 98-3:2008 “Guide to expression of uncertainty in
measurement” [67]. In this guide, the output of the measuring process is described by Equation (1) [44]:
y = f (x1, x2, . . . , xn). (1)
The estimation of the total uncertainty u(y) can be obtained by the propagation of the single
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where Ci is the sensitivity coefficient of the single xi term, and u(xi) its uncertainty.
Function f shall cover all the measuring process, from the single sensor acquisition up to the
final output, including calibrations, interferences, nonlinearities and software-related errors. For that,
the use of a new CEN standard, the FprCEN/TS 17198:2017 “Stationary source emissions—Predictive
Emission Monitoring Systems (PEMS)—Applicability, execution and quality assurance” could be
useful. Such a standard is designed for emission prediction models, but could be easily adapted to
electronic noses. Furthermore, its scope is to achieve conformity to EN 14181 and EN 15267 of software










where umodel is the uncertainty of the mathematical model, uinput the uncertainty from sensors array,
uother the uncertainty due to parameters not included in the model, evaluated by confrontation with
independent odour measurements used to calibrate the electronic nose.
5.2.4. Independent Verifications
An e-nose shall make it possible for the final user to verify its metrological capabilities, in order to
validate its operational status and guarantee its calibrations are still aligned with QAL2 results. This means
that, for instance, a specific gas matrix should be realised and used for periodic system validation.
6. Discussion and Conclusions
As stated in the introduction, this paper had the primary aim of discussing the need for the
definition of quality protocols for electronic noses that are intended as air quality monitoring tools
for the detection and the measurement of environmental odours. As a part of this discussion, this
work also described some of the possible approaches that can be adopted for a standardization and
qualification of such instruments, thereby reviewing the relevant documents—technical standards and
scientific publications—on the issue.
In order to allow a better evaluation of these qualification approaches in terms of practical
applicability to e-noses for environmental use, as well as the possible advantages and drawbacks
related to their application, Table 1 schematizes the most relevant aspects relevant to the different
approaches, together with their pros and cons.
Based on the information reported in Table 1, it is possible to appreciate the pros and cons of
the different approaches. Leaving out the Dutch NTA 9055:2012, which is so generic that no real
standardization/qualification approach is proposed, and the CEN TC/264 WG41 activity, which is still
in progress and at a very preliminary stage, it is possible to make some more specific considerations
about the other technical documents reviewed here.
The qualification approach based on the combination of the EN 14181:2014 and the EN
15267:2009 has the enormous advantage, compared to the others, that it is the only one validated.
However, despite being a consolidated and effective approach, it is only valid (and validated) for
monitoring systems that are not e-noses, and thus would need to be deeply re-adapted in order to
make it applicable to odour measurement systems.
On the other hand, the other approaches, which are specific for e-noses and for odour measurement,
to the best of our knowledge, are not validated yet. Therefore, up to now, there is no available data
comparing how different instruments would perform by application of any of these testing protocols.
The only data available in literature concern testing procedures that are not part of a standard [66,67].
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One aspect that emerges from the information reported in Table 1, is that two different concepts for
standardization/qualification can be distinguished. The first one involves the definition of minimum
performance requirements. Even though the establishment of minimum requirements may result in a
higher level of guarantee for the end user, this may entail the drawback of being a bit premature for
a technology that is still under development. This is particularly true in consideration that e-noses
for environmental use can be applied in a variety of different situations and with different purposes,
for which different instrumental performance characteristics may be required. For this reason, it might
be better to have a more flexible approach involving instrument testing and performance declaration
without the necessity to achieve a minimum performance level.
Thus, a possible alternative approach for a quality protocol regarding electronic noses to be used
for environmental odour monitoring would be a combination of the concept of performance testing with
the requirements of the quality standards for AMS. This would entail a method for performance testing
and ongoing quality procedures (QAL3), based on the principle that the instrument manufacturer
shall specify the electronic nose characteristics, metrological functionality, and design limits, without
fixing minimum performances. Thus, it is the final user who evaluates the instrument suitability and
makes the choice of the most appropriate electronic nose features according to his specific needs, or,
for instance, to the current regulatory requirements.
This is basically the approach followed by the Italian UNI1605848 project, which, despite its lack
of details regarding the testing procedure, is the only multi-level verification approach allowing for
the characterization of the different aspects of the electronic nose functioning in every phase of the
instrument’s life and application.
This approach seems to guarantee higher flexibility, thus making it applicable also to prototypal
solutions, which is an important aspect for a technology that is still at an initial stage as proper air
quality monitoring tool and in continuous development.
As a conclusion, application of specific quality programs to electronic noses for air quality
monitoring is a delicate and complicated process, not yet deeply explored, and where there are
continuous implementations of both the instruments and the relevant technical standardisation.
However, the current status of the technology seems to be sufficiently mature to undergo such a process,
which is necessary in order to make electronic noses a widespread and effective environmental odour
impact assessment tool.
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Abstract: The increased occurrence of chronic diseases related to lifestyle or environmental conditions
may have a detrimental effect on long-term health if not diagnosed and controlled in time.
For this reason, it is important to develop new noninvasive early diagnosis equipment that allows
improvement of the current diagnostic methods. This, in turn, has led to an exponential development
of technology applied to the medical sector, such as the electronic nose. In addition, the appearance
of this type of technology has allowed the possibility of studying diseases from another point of
view, such as through breath analysis. This paper presents a bibliographic review of past and recent
studies, selecting those investigations in which a patient population was studied with electronic nose
technology, in order to identify potential applications of this technology in the detection of respiratory
and digestive diseases through the analysis of volatile organic compounds present in the breath.
Keywords: electronic nose; gas sensors; biomarkers; diseases; digestive system; respiratory system;
volatile organic compounds; breath
1. Introduction
The relationship between aromas present in the breath and disease has been known by doctors
for a several hundred years. The use of aromas to identify diseases dates back to the fourth
century, when the doctor, based on experience, could determine what disease a patient was suffering.
For example, a fruity aroma in the breath was identified as a sign of ketoacidosis associated with
diabetes, and the smell of ammonia can be indicative of kidney failure. This method was not accurate,
as it was necessary for the disease to be in an advanced stage to be detected by human olfaction.
Based on this, electronic systems have been developed to diagnose diseases through the breath and
to provide information about the state of the human body [1]. Human breath has a considerable
amount of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that are a product of metabolic activity. These VOCs
can differ according to genetic or environmental factors such as age, weight, sex, lifestyle, or eating
habits, and can influence the chemical composition of a person’s breath, depending on the amount and
concentrations of these compounds. Diseases can also cause an alteration of VOCs in the breath [2].
Currently, there has been an exponential development of technology in medical applications,
in both the prevention and diagnosis or treatment of disorders. The growth in areas such as chemical
sensors, microelectronic designs, material sciences, and artificial intelligence is contributing to the
development of medical technology, and to improved health and increased life expectancy of the
population. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the average life expectancy in the
world increased by five years in the period 2000–2016 [3]. The problem is that quality of life has
not improved as much as life expectancy. The average increase in life years does not mean that this
corresponds to a good state of health. People can suffer diseases and problems that cause a loss of
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quality of life without endangering their lives. On the other hand, health inequalities persist among
different countries and people at different income levels [4].
One of the biggest challenges of modern medicine is to develop equipment that allows early
diagnosis in a noninvasive way. This could avoid disease exacerbation, permitting control of the
evolution of chronic patients in the medium and long term and maintaining their quality of life. It also
would contribute to a reduction in hospital costs, as it could reduce the number of hospital/health
center visits and the amount of medicine used. The principal limitation of the early detection of disease
is that it is impossible to analyze healthy persons continuously, because this would be economically
infeasible. In addition, the health system does not have the resources or the medical staff for this
purpose. For this reason, the devices should be cheap and portable, so they can be available to more
hospitals and health centers. On the other hand, this would open the possibility for patients to have
devices at home to perform regular analysis.
These arguments and necessities have motivated the development of new technologies such
as the electronic nose. The first electronic nose was developed in 1964 by Wilkens et al. [5], but it
was not until 1982 when the electronic nose as a system using chemical sensors to classify odors was
described by Persaud et al. [6]. In the 1980s, there was an evolution of this technology, which led to the
creation of a technological sector that tried to imitate the olfactory systems of mammals [7]. Since then,
the development of electronic noses has gone hand-in-hand with the technology being used in various
sectors and different applications [8]. One is the medical sector, particularly the diagnosis and control
of respiratory and digestive diseases. This technology could offer the possibility of diagnosing or
evaluating disease states in a noninvasive and quick way with low-cost instruments.
2. The Olfactory Organ and Electronic Nose
Living organisms receive information about the surrounding environment through different
sensory organs. Nowadays, the scientific community is focusing on the development and generation of
systems and devices that can mimic the sensory organs: first, to replace the function of one of these
organs in case of malfunction due to atrophy, pathology, or accident; and second, to be used in a
wide variety of industrial applications in fields such as medicine, agriculture, food, environment, etc.
Given that a deficiency in the ability to smell does not limit a person’s normal life, except for the detection
of gas leaks or fires, this technology becomes increasingly important in other applications [9,10].
The electronic nose is capable of detecting, discriminating, and identifying different types of
chemicals present in the headspace of a sample as VOCs. The device’s response to smell is produced by
the interaction between volatile compounds and sensors, whereas this function is done in the biological
nose by the olfactory epithelium, which works as a transductor, as it generates electrical signals from
chemical stimuli. These signals are preprocessed in the olfactory bulb, then transmitted to the brain,
where they are stored. Finally, the data are used to identify odors in the learning stage. Analogously,
in an electronic nose, an analogical–digital conversion is produced to preprocess the signals, with a
microcontroller employed for this purpose. In this case, the data are stored in the database of a pattern
recognition machine to identify the aromas that are learned. Figure 1 shows a comparison between the
electronic nose and biological nose [10,11].
Due to the wide variety of applications that have been generated recently in several sectors, sensors
based on different detection principles have been developed to satisfy the needs that have arisen.
Sensors undergo a physical or chemical change by interacting at the molecular level when exposed
to a gas. This process is reversible and allows the sensors to be used again in other tests [8]. A wide
variety of sensors have been developed: metal oxide semiconductor (MOS), conducting polymer (CP),
chemocapacitor (CAP), electrochemical (EC), metal oxide semiconductor field effect (MOSFET), surface
acoustic wave (SAW), quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), bulk acoustic wave (BAW), fluorescence
(FL), optical fiber live cell (OF-LC), catalytic field effect (CFET), calorimetric or catalytic bead (CB),
carbon black composite (CBC), micro-electromechanical system (MEMS), photoionization detector
(PID), and amperometry gas sensor (AGS) [12].
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Figure 1. Schematics of electronic nose and biological olfactory system [13].
This offers a wide range of possibilities, so it is possible to use one type of sensor or another
according to the application [8,12]. For example, sensors with good sensitivity are MOS, MOSFET,
and AGS. SAW, FL, and OF-LC combine sensibility with specificity. However, the principal
disadvantages of the gas sensor are slow recovery (MOS), drift in the response (MOS, CP, SAW),
low noise immunity (PID), and lack of reproducibility between sensors of different sets (CP, MOSFET,
QCM, SAW) and in the response of the same sensor in the long term. Because of this, it is normal to
use a matrix of sensors of different types to avoid the disadvantages presented by each one separately
and maximize their advantages [12,14].
3. Biomarkers and Diseases
In 1899, Thomson, who was interested in measuring the mass/charge ratio of an electron, created
the first instrument similar to a mass spectrometer (MC), improving on the work previously done by
Wien. In 1941, Martin and Synge published a paper describing the liquid–liquid chromatographic
partition. However, it was not until 1952 when chromatography took on its gas–solid version (James
and Martin). In later years, equipment was developed that used both techniques, which eliminated the
disadvantages that each one presented separately [15,16]. One of the main problems encountered in
the analysis of VOCs was the impossibility of capturing these compounds, as they are very volatile.
This inconvenience was solved with the emergence of solid-phase microextraction (SPME) [17].
Since then, new techniques have been developed, such as gas chromatography–mass spectrometry
(GC-MS), proton transfer reaction–mass spectrometry (PTR-MS), selected ion flow tube–mass
spectrometry (SIFT-MS), field asymmetric ion mobility spectrometry (FAIMS), time-of-flight mass
spectrometry (TOF-MS), ion mobility spectrometry (IMS), liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry
(LC-MS), and high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).
With these techniques, it is possible to extract information about the respiratory or digestive
system through the breath. However, the existence of VOCs in respiration does not necessarily imply
that these volatile molecules are produced by the human body; rather, they can be produced in an
exogenous process. For example, acetonitrile is commonly found in the breath of smokers, occurring
exogenously. Exposure to a dangerous atmosphere, contaminants, or even certain medications can
generate new compounds and also alter the concentration of other endogenous compounds [18].
Table 1 shows descriptions of different processes associated with oxidative stress and airway
inflammation and the influence of these processes on the composition of VOCs in the breath.
Endogenous compounds are produced by respiratory or digestive system cells, which metabolize
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the molecules present in the inspired air and generate others. When the cells function abnormally,
they can alter the composition of VOCs in the breath. For example, oxidative stress is an imbalance
of the normal state of the human body caused by the production of free radicals, which alters the
composition of the compounds present in the breath as H2O2, CO, or 8-isoprostane [19,20]. Another
example is the inflammation of airways, where the immune response produces an increase of various
biomarkers in the breath [19,21].
Table 1. Processes involved in different pathologies.
Process Description Biomarker References
Marker of
oxidative stress
Inflammation process in lung cells; eosinophils,
neutrophils, and macrophages produce reactive
oxygen species
H2O2 [19,22,23]




Oxidation of cell membrane phospholipids
produces a chain reaction, the targets of which
are polyunsaturated fatty acids, resulting in the
formation of unstable lipid hydroperoxides and
secondary carbonyl compounds, such as
aldehydic products
Malondialdehyde [19]
CO, a marker of oxidative stress, is produced
by the stress protein hemoglobin oxygenase CO [21]
Inflammation
of airways
Immune response against infection produces
an inflammation process in cells, which
generate more NO than in a healthy person
Alveolar NO [19]
Cytokines * and chemokines are involved in
many aspects of the disease process in chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD),
including recruitment of neutrophils,
macrophages, T cells, and B cells
Cytokines * and
chemokines [19]




CO is a marker of inflammation CO [21]
* Cytokines are agents responsible for cellular communication.
Microorganisms that may be present in the digestive or respiratory tract, such as viruses, bacteria,
or fungi, can also directly or indirectly alter the composition and concentration of VOCs in the breath.
These cannot modify the concentration by themselves; otherwise, these microorganisms can affect the
normal functioning of the cells of the body, causing the same effect. Therefore, the alteration of volatile
compounds can have an exogenous or endogenous cause, which can be produced by a malfunction of
the cells or by external biological agents [18].
3.1. Endogenous Biomarkers
The following section describes the pathologies detected by different chemical techniques of
analysis that are mentioned in the bibliography consulted. Asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD) are chronic diseases that cause difficulty breathing due to inflammation of the airways,
which become rigid [24,25]. Inflammation of the epithelial cells causes increased concentrations of
NO, pentane, isoprene, and ethane in the expired air in asthma (Lärstad et al. [26]) and ethane in
the expired air in COPD (Paredi et al. [27]) (Table 2). This occurs with other diseases described
in the bibliography, such as acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), cystic fibrosis (CF), and
lung cancer. ARDS is a pathology that prevents enough oxygen from reaching the lungs and the
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bloodstream [28]. CF is a genetic and chronic disorder that affects organs such as the pancreas, liver,
kidneys, and intestine, causes difficulty breathing, and generates dense mucus in the airways [29].
A study by Antuni et al. [30] used NO and CO as biomarkers for the discrimination of this disease.
In the case of NO, the concentration of this biomarker decreases in patients with CF in comparison to
healthy individuals. In the case of CO, the concentration increases.
Finally, in lung cancer, the process of cell division is disrupted by the creation of new cells in
an uncontrolled way and when they are not necessary, as well as allowing old or damaged cells to
survive [31]. Bajtarevic et al. [32] employed isoprene, acetone, methanol, and benzene as biomarkers
of lung cancer. The concentrations of these compounds decreased in patients with this disease in
comparison with healthy persons. Table 2 shows chemical analysis techniques and biomarkers used to
detect different diseases.
Table 2. Concentrations of biomarkers used in the detection of different diseases. NS, not stated; ppb,
parts per billion; ppmv, parts per million by volume.










Pentane Acute asthma: 8.4 ± 2.9 nmol/L [33]
Pentane Stable asthma: 3.6 ± 0.4 nmol/L
Paredi
(2000) Ethane
Ethane: asthma not treated with steroids: 2.06 ± 0.30 ppb;
asthma treated with steroids: 0.79 ± 0.1 ppb);
healthy volunteers: 0.88 ± 0.09 ppb
[27]
NO: asthma not treated with steroids: 14.7 ± 1.7 ppb;
asthma treated with steroids: 8.6 ± 0.5 ppb
Dweik
(2011) NO
Low asthma patients: <25 ppb in adults;
>20 ppb in children
Intermediate asthma patients: 25–50 ppb in adults;
20–35 ppb in children
High asthma patients: >50 ppb in adults;
>35 ppb in children
Persistently high asthma patients: >50 ppb in adults;
35 ppb in children
[34]




Pentane 0.36 (0.24–0.48) ppb [36]




Healthy volunteers: 7.3 (0.24) ppb;
stable cystic fibrosis patients: 5.7 (00.29) ppb;
unstable cystic fibrosis patients: 6.1 (0.72) ppb
[30]
CO
Healthy volunteers: 2.0 (0.1) ppm;
stable cystic fibrosis patients: 2.7 (0.22) ppm;
unstable cystic fibrosis patients: 4.8 (0.3) ppb
Lung cancer Bajtarevic
(2009)
Isoprene Median concentration: healthy volunteers: 105.2 ppb;cancer patients: 81.5 ppb [32]
Acetone Median concentration: healthy volunteers: 627.5 ppb;cancer patients: 458.7 ppb
Methanol Median concentration: healthy volunteers: 142.0 ppb;cancer patients: 118.5 ppb
Benzene Median concentration: healthy volunteers: 627.5 ppb;cancer patients: 458.7 ppb
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Table 2. Cont.




Type 1 0.044–2.744 ppm (healthy volunteers);2.2–21 ppm (diabetes patients) [37]
Type 2 0.044–2.744 ppm (healthy volunteers);1.76–9.4 ppm (diabetes patients)
Spanel
(2011) Acetone Type 2
<800 ppb (healthy volunteers);






and ammonia. NS [39]




Acetone Lower fibrosis group: 117.8 ppb;advanced fibrosis group: 224.2 ppb [41]
Benzene Lower fibrosis group: 1.9 ppb;advanced fibrosis group: 8 ppb
Carbon Disulfide Lower fibrosis group: 1.6 ppb;advanced fibrosis group: 3.2 ppb
Isoprene Lower fibrosis group: 13.5 ppb;advanced fibrosis group: 40.4 ppb
Pentane Lower fibrosis group: 12.3 ppb;advanced fibrosis group: 19.5 ppb
Ethane Lower fibrosis group: 63.0 ppb;advanced fibrosis group: 75.6 ppb
As already mentioned, diseases of the digestive system, such as diabetes mellitus, liver fibrosis,
and hypolactasia, can alter the concentration of VOCs in the same way as respiratory diseases. Diabetes
is a disease in which the body does not produce insulin or does not use it correctly [42]. Liver fibrosis
is a disorder that causes decreased blood supply through the liver and produces the accumulation of
scar tissue [43]. Das et al. [37] and Kearney et al. [39] used acetone as the major biomarker to detect
both pathologies. The concentration of this compound increased in patients with these disorders in
comparison with healthy persons. Lastly, hypolactasia is a deficiency of lactase (the enzyme that
metabolizes lactose) in the intestinal mucosa, which causes this molecule to not be metabolized [44].
For the detection of this disorder, Alkhouri et al. [41] used hydrogen as a biomarker.
3.2. Exogenous Biomarkers
In this section, diseases generated by external pathogens, such as pneumonia and pulmonary
tuberculosis, which produce exogenous volatile organic compounds, are described. Pneumonia is a
lung infection that can be caused by many pathogenic agents, such as bacteria, viruses, or fungi [45],
while tuberculosis is a bacterial infection (Mycobacterium tuberculosis) that mainly attacks the lungs
or other parts of the organism [46]. However, it should be noted that there are diseases (e.g., cystic
fibrosis and COPD) that predispose the patient to infections such as pneumonia [29]. Therefore, in
this pathology it is common to find endogenous and exogenous VOCs in the breath. In order to
determine whether a person is ill, it is necessary to know the aromatic profile of a healthy person.
The concentrations of existing major compounds in the breath of healthy persons can be seen in Table 3.
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Acetone, methanol, ethanol 0.9%; <1 ppm
Hydrogen sulfide 0–1.3 ppm
NO 10–50 ppb




4. Traditional Methods of Diagnosis
Traditionally, chemical analysis techniques have not been used to diagnose respiratory or digestive
diseases, as these are very expensive. Breath analysis may mitigate some of the disadvantages of
conventional diagnostic tests. Additionally, it could complement conventional methods as a screening
tool. The main disadvantage of traditional diagnostic tests is that there is usually a long wait to conduct
the test. In addition, some are invasive tests, which may require irradiation of the patient or a surgical
procedure. In other cases, the test result is not obtained immediately, as in the case of cultures.
Both invasive and noninvasive diagnostic techniques are currently used. For example, spirometry
and fractional exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO) are noninvasive techniques used to determine the patient’s
lung capacity, mainly used to diagnose diseases such as asthma and COPD. The sweat test and sputum
cultures are also employed as noninvasive techniques for the diagnosis of cystic fibrosis (described by
Gibson and Cooke [48] in 1959) and respiratory infections, respectively. On the other hand, diagnostic
tests used to detect other diseases described in the bibliography are lung biopsy (lung cancer and lung
sarcoidosis), chest x-ray (CXR) (ARDS and lung tuberculosis), endoscopy (lung cancer), and computed
tomography (CT) (lung sarcoidosis and lung cancer).
5. Recent Developments in Electronic Noses for the Diagnosis of Respiratory Diseases
One of the major objectives in medicine today is to develop equipment and techniques to achieve
early diagnosis of diseases. For this, it is necessary to develop devices that are portable, economical,
and, above all, noninvasive, in order to reduce the risk to patients. In addition, this would contribute
to decentralizing medical resources and facilitate access to these devices, reducing waiting lists.
Until now, noninvasive tests that have been performed were based only on the chemical analysis of
body fluids (feces, urine, and blood), but the possibility of analyzing the volatile compounds generated
by the samples (as well as exhaled air) has not been explored.
Traditionally, chemical analysis techniques such as GC-MS and, to a lesser extent, the techniques
described in Section 3 have been used to detect VOCs and the chemical composition of gaseous samples.
With the evolution of gas sensors and the electronic nose in recent decades, they are beginning to
be used as diagnostic methods. It is true that currently gas sensors are not as selective as chemical
analysis equipment, but the electronic nose allows for much smaller and compact equipment, which
offers a lot of possibilities.
This paper includes a summary of the specialized bibliography on the detection of respiratory
and digestive diseases through the breath using an electronic nose (Table 4). It should be noted that the
scientific research carried out in recent years is included here. Therefore, only the electronic noses used
in such studies are described, with the intention that this paper may help to determine the current
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state of research in the field and be a starting point for future studies. In the bibliography, it is possible
to find some authors who have used commercial electronic noses and others who have developed their
own equipment adapted to specific applications. It should be noted that the diagnostic tests employed
are used to corroborate the results of the studies, but they do not have to be standard tests. Most of
the authors described in this paper used a commercial electronic nose, the Cyranose 320, which has
a matrix of 32 sensors of carbon black polymer. Only a few used a self-developed electronic nose
optimized for a specific application.
Asthma is one of the respiratory diseases that affects the largest number of people in the world,
based on more papers being found on this disease. The population studied by Dragonieri et al. [49,50]
was 40 adult subjects, and they employed the Cyranose 320. In data processing, they used principal
component analysis (PCA) as an alternative diagnostic test to corroborate the results obtained by using
spirometry and FeNO. The other authors studying asthma used similar population sizes, and also
used the Cyranose 320. They used spirometry or FeNO as a diagnostic test. While not all authors
used the same techniques in the processing phase, they employed PCA and other techniques such as
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and neural network algorithms (ANNs). On the other
hand, Brinkman et al. [51] studied a smaller population of subjects and performed the measurements
using three electronic noses, two commercial (Cyranose 320, carbon black polymer sensors) and Tor
Vergata Electronic Nose (QCM sensors; developed by the Sensors Group at the University of Rome Tor
Vergata, along with the Departments of Electronic Engineering and Chemical Science and Technology),
and one home-developed incorporating metal oxide semiconductor sensors.
In the case of COPD, a variety of scientific articles were found that used the same two
commercial electronic noses as in the previous case: Cyranose 320 and Tor Vergata Electronic Nose.
Dymerski et al. [52] used an electronic nose formed by commercial sensors from Figaro. In this case,
the samples were generated in the laboratory, unlike in the other studies. To distinguish between
patients and healthy individuals, Paredi et al. [35] employed three biomarkers: ethanol, CO, and
NO, the concentrations of which in the exhaled air of patients with COPD increased compared to the
healthy people. The literature found for lung cancer varies in terms of the type of cancer described;
each author focused on the detection of one, studying populations of between 50 and 100 adult patients,
using the commercial electronic noses that were used by other authors.
In the detection of pulmonary tuberculosis, a wider variety of authors were found to use different
electronic noses with different types of sensors: commercial ones such as Cyranose 320, Aeonose,
and Bloodhound BH1114, and home-developed equipment, such as Zelota et al. [53] using QCM,
Bruins et al. [54] using metal oxide semiconductor sensors, and Fend et al. [55] using conducting
polymer sensors.
For the rest of the pathologies shown in the table, fewer bibliographical references were found.
Saasa et al. [56] discriminated between samples of patients with diabetes mellitus by detecting acetone.
On the other hand, Schnabel et al. [57] stand out, discriminating between patients with pneumonia and
healthy people. They studied a remarkable sample of 125 adult patients using a commercial electronic
nose called DiagNose, which uses metal oxide sensors.
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6. Future and Challenges
Commercial electronic noses, used by most researchers, are designed for general use and are not
optimized to detect the biomarkers of the diseases of interest. For medical applications, it is necessary
to design specific sensors and optimized electronic noses, since it is an extremely complex sector,
and it is a critical factor for the diagnosis and control of pathologies to be effective. In the medical
sector, it is necessary to develop equipment that allows early diagnosis of diseases, enables simple and
effective control, and is noninvasive.
On the one hand, this would allow health centers and small hospitals to have access to this type of
equipment for the diagnosis and control of diseases (due to its lower cost) and thus minimize waiting
lists. On the other hand, this would provide an opportunity for patients to have devices at home.
In addition, in conjunction with the evolution of mobile technologies and Internet communication,
it would allow patients to diagnose and control diseases from home by themselves or with remote
medical supervision. It could even permit these types of sensors to be connected to phones either
by incorporating them or through a gadget. The tendency of medicine is to advance along this line
so that analyses and explorations can be performed at a distance. It is hospitals and health insurers
themselves that could provide these types of devices to patients. In this way, it would be possible to
achieve a unified protocol of measurement from the breath that is simple for patients to perform.
It is a promising technology for the diagnosis of respiratory and digestive diseases in a noninvasive
way, since it allows the development of portable and cost-effective equipment. This is a key factor
for this technology to succeed. However, current sensors still present complications that limit their
operation. Therefore, one of the challenges from a technological point of view is to improve the
selectivity of these sensors and their sensitivity to lower concentrations. To this end, it is important
to use and develop new nanomaterials that can significantly improve selectivity and reduce the size
and consumption, essential issues for miniaturization. It is therefore perhaps more important to focus
efforts on developing technology that would enable these devices to be used in this application, and
then study which is the ideal methodology to take samples in patients that is easy for a person without
medical education to do.
7. Conclusions
Electronic nose technology has evolved remarkably in the last decade. Many researchers have
focused their efforts on developing this type of equipment in a multitude of sectors, such as food,
medicine, environment, and detection of hazardous materials.
This study presents a bibliographic review of research done on the use of the electronic nose
for the detection of respiratory and digestive diseases through the breath. This technology bases
its design and operation on the human sensory organ. The e-nose technology permits the study of
diseases from a new approach, since until now analytical tests have focused exclusively on blood,
urine, or feces samples, which allowed additional information to be obtained and studied. Although
this technology is still in development and currently has some limitations, it has several advantages
over other diagnostic methods. The ability to take measurements through the breath makes it possible
to conduct analyses noninvasively, eliminating risks to the patient.
In addition, it would allow the production of portable equipment at a lower price than other
equipment available in the market, giving health centers and hospitals greater access to this equipment.
With the evolution in recent years and current development (improvement and miniaturization of
gas sensors), the electronic nose is presented as a promising technology that should contribute to
improving the quality of life of patients with chronic pathologies as well as early diagnosis of different
diseases, contributing to the reduction of direct and indirect costs of the health system.
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the viability of this technology through a large
number of studies done in this regard. From now on, it will be necessary to improve and solve the
problems presented by the e-nose, fine-tuning this technology for the different applications in which it
is intended to be used. This will require a great effort on the part of the research community, but once
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these problems have been solved, this technology should result in a great advance in the control and
diagnosis of diseases, and satisfy many other needs that currently exist in the medical sector.
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Abbreviations
ANN Artificial neural network
AS-MLC
Metal oxide semiconductor sensor for detection of carbon monoxide, manufactured by
Applied Sensor Technologies
AS-MLK Metal oxide semiconductor sensor, manufactured by Applied Sensor Technologies
AS-MLN
Metal oxide semiconductor sensor for detection of nitrogen monoxide sensor, manufactured
by Applied Sensor Technologies
AS-MLV
Metal oxide semiconductor sensor for detection and reduction of gases such as VOCs and CO,
manufactured by Applied Sensor Technologies
BAL Bronchoalveolar lavage
BP Backpropagation
CDA Canonical discriminant analysis
CO Carbon monoxide
CRBM Convolutional restricted Boltzmann machine (a type of probabilistic neural network)
CVA Cross-validated accuracy
CVV Cross-validation value
DFA Discriminant function analysis








NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance
NO Nitric oxide
PCA Principal component analysis
PLS-DA Partial least squares–discriminant analysis
QCL Quantum cascade laser
ROC Receiver operating characteristic
SVM Support vector machine
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Abstract: Electronic nose (eNose) systems are particularly appreciated for their portability, usability,
relative low cost, and real-time or near real-time response. Their application finds space in several
domains, including environmental monitoring. Within this field, marine monitoring is of particular
scientific relevance due to the fragility of this specific environment, daily threatened by human
activities that can potentially bring to catastrophic and irreversible consequences on marine wildlife.
Under such considerations, a systematic review, complying with the PRISMA guidelines, was
conducted covering the period up to 15 October 2018, in PubMed, ScienceDirect, and Google Scholar.
Despite the relatively low number of articles published on this specific topic and the heterogeneity
of the technological approaches employed, the results obtained by the various groups highlight
the positive contribution eNose has given and can provide in near future for the monitoring and
safeguarding of this delicate environment.
Keywords: chemical sensors; eNose; environmental monitoring; seawater; sensors; volatile
organic compounds
1. Introduction
Anthropogenic activities produce every day large quantities of pollutants that are discharged in
the environment [1,2], including oceans, and in the seawater at large. Such discharges, together with the
exploitation of the sea resources nowadays represent a significant threat for the marine environment
and cause a continuous, unprecedented degradation of oceans, seas and coastal areas [3–5]. The
monitoring of such compounds is a pivotal action when aiming at promoting the preservation of
marine and coastal areas and the sustainability of the ecosystem, at large [6].
To this extent, the approaches commonly used are based on traditional water and air quality
evaluation methods, including analytical tools that, however, commonly operate at laboratory settings,
and are therefore (i) unable to provide real-time or near real-time results, and (ii) possibly being
associated with the occurrence of sample degradation during transportation from the sampling site to
the laboratory bench.
To properly overtake such bottlenecks, portable devices can represent a smart, mostly robust,
easy-to-use, low-cost alternative, capable of bringing fast, reliable, reproducible responses, without the
need for sample transportation and, likely, consequent degradation.
Among such systems, electronic nose (eNose)-like tools are emerging as a popular alternative,
maximizing the above mentioned advantages and keeping, at the same time, low drawbacks.
The first evidences for eNose systems dates back to the early 1980s, when Persaud and Dodd [7]
first attempted mimicking the functioning of the mammalian olfactory system by means of an
“electronic nose”. Since then, a plethora of systems has been realized for several different applications,
including biomedical and diagnostic, environmental, as well as food industry/food quality usage [8,9].
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Under such considerations, here we present a systematic review to investigate the use of eNose
systems within a specific field of application, represented by the monitoring of seawater pollution.
To this extent, we will first outline the search strategy adopted for this work, then we will present
the results obtained, critically discussing such evidences, and highlighting pros and cons of the
single approaches.
2. Materials and Methods
Search Strategy
A systematic review of the literature, covering the period up to 15 October 2018, was conducted
in PubMed, ScienceDirect, and Google Scholar database, according to the PRISMA guidelines [10]. The
search strategy was as follows: (“eNose” or “electronic nose”) and (“seawater pollution” or “seawater
monitoring” or “seawater” or “pollution”). The search was limited to research articles published in
English language in peer-reviewed journals or in international conferences’ proceedings. After having
discarded multiple hits, the results obtained were sorted by relevance and the most significant works
dealing with seawater monitoring by means of eNose systems were selected (as displayed in Figure 1).
Given the relatively low number of systems specifically designed for seawater monitoring, some tools
designed for water monitoring in general, but adaptable to marine monitoring, were also included
and critically discussed.
 
Figure 1. Flowchart for literature review.
3. Results
This systematic review retrieved a handful articles directly dealing with seawater monitoring by
eNose systems. The articles taken into account are displayed in Table 1.
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Specifically focusing on the results reported in Table 1, one of the first studies performed
in this field was conducted by Bourgeois and colleagues [11] in the UK. The work described the
development and use of an eNose system for monitoring water and wastewater, potentially usable also
for seawater assessment. The first prototype was based on an eNose5000 system consisting of an array
of 12 conducting polymers, interfaced with a sampling vessel and with a PC for data analysis. Aside
from this laboratory prototype, a second system was realized, with a ProSAT sensor array with eight
conducting polymers as the sensing system, a PC for data storage and a data transfer system. This
second system was tested on-field at the Cranfield University Sewage Works facilities and, through
a proper conditioning in a temperature-controlling environment, has been demonstrated to be able
to reduce humidity variations, at the same time improving reproducibility. The system was capable
of detecting the presence of low concentrations (around 5 ppm) of 2-chlorophenol, with optimal
performances at 25.5 ◦C of temperature, 170 mL/min of flow, and 0 of porosity.
As widely known, hydrocarbons are among the major pollutants of the marine environment,
with oil spills occurring throughout the seas and the oceans as a consequence of marine accidents,
petroleum pipeline leakages and fraudulent events. Therefore, systems capable of specifically assessing
the presence of oil spills on the sea surface can be critical to reduce the environmental impact of such
discharges in marine and coastal environment.
Under such consideration, Tzing and colleagues [12] developed a system, based on the eNose
technology, to identify the source of spilled oil in an accident site, comparing it with a “gold standard”
system composed by a gas chromatography—mass spectrometry (GC-MS) device that served to ensure
the correct classification of the source site.
The system developed was composed of a Cyranose 320 eNose system, composed of an array
of 32 polymer sensors, a pump for air inlet and purge, as well as a PC equipped with a dedicated
software for data acquisition and analysis. Together with this system, a so-called z-Nose system was
employed, constituted by an Electronic Sensor Technology FGC/SAW 7100 eNose, equipped with
a pre-concentrating trap containing Tenax absorbent, a short gas chromatography (GC) column, a
pneumatic control, a fast SAW detector, as well as a programmable gate array microprocessor. As for
reference analysis, a Varian CP-3800 GC connected to a Saturn 2000 ion-trap mass spectrometer (MS)
was used.
Spilled oil samples were collected from surface water at the site of an accident, whereas a set of
known compounds, including gasoline, jet fuel, diesel, and fuel oil were also collected, properly stored
and transported to the laboratory, representing the reference samples for the eNose (1 mL of oil loaded
into a 30 mL vial, equilibrated at ambient condition for 5 min).
By means of a PCA, the eNose classified the unknown stimulus as “jet fuel”, as further agreed
by zNose and GC-MS systems, demonstrating the good classification capability of the eNose system.
However, the main limitation of this promising approach resides in the fact that the test set employed
was represented by only one sample that, despite the high internal consistency of the eNose response,
could lead to misleading conclusions.
A couple of years later, Goschnik et al. [13] employed the semiconductor-based eNose system
KAMINA to analyze water samples polluted with chloroform (chloro-organic solvents-like) or
ammonia (fecal contamination-like). Despite this specific trial was mainly dealing with wastewaters,
this application could have had the potentialities to be translated into a system usable for seawater
monitoring, therefore, it was added to the present investigation. The trials were performed with a flow
rate of 500 mL/min and an entrance temperature of 20 ◦C, subsequently increased up to 240 ◦C and
300 ◦C at the two microarray ends, respectively. The results obtained for this investigation, showing a
detection limit below 1 ppm, demonstrated the usefulness of the KAMINA system for this purpose,
however revealing a strong need for building up a populated, reliable reference database to support
the correct classification by the eNose system. The absence of such a support would dramatically
decrease the performances of the system, as frequently occurs with eNose approaches.
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A very interesting approach was proposed by Lozano et al. in 2014 [14] and updated a few
years later [15]. There, the authors proposed a portable eNose system equipped with an IEEE
802.11 transceiver for wireless communication in order to be ready for inclusion within a wide
eNose network for distributed measurements. The system developed, also featuring an electronic
pump and valve, as well as embedded electronics and rechargeable batteries, was able to work with
several different resistive microsensors. By performing measurements on cycles of 60 s of adsorption
and 540 s of desorption by means of an headspace sampling system, the prototype presented was
demonstrated to be able to reliably discriminate between pollutants (especially when a relatively low
number of compounds are taken into account) using principal component analysis (PCA) and a few
different artificial neural networks (ANNs). More specifically, the compounds used to evaluate the
response of the system included: blank water, acetone, toluene, ammonia, formaldehyde, hydrogen
peroxide, ethanol, benzene, dichloromethane, acetic acid, xylene and dimethylacetamide. The correct
discrimination occurred in more than 90% of samples in most cases, with concentrations of the various
compounds of around 1 mL in a 20 mL vial at 16 ◦C constant temperature.
Specifically dealing with seawater pollution, the work published by Tonacci and colleagues [16]
described the implementation of an eNose system to be used within an autonomous underwater vehicle
(AUV) for monitoring oil leakages in a marine protected area, including the Tuscan Archipelago and
Cetacean Sanctuary, North Mediterranean. The system implemented was composed by a sensing part,
featuring Photo-Ionization Detectors (piD), a system for air inlet and purge made up of an electronic
pump and a valve, and a smart embedded electronics, based on an Arduino Mega 2560 board. A PC
for data acquisition was also foreseen, and ANNs of the type Kohonen self-organizing map (KSOM)
were implemented and trained in order to: (i) recognize the level of pollution, independently from its
source (e.g., high, medium, low level), and (ii) identify the substance detected within a set of known
compounds (e.g., crude oil, diesel fuel, gasoline, jet fuel). Despite the good accuracy of classifiers,
especially for the first KSOM (around 74% of correct classification for the first KSOM, 67% for the
second one, and a fast response (below 20 s), with pollutants’ concentration of 10−3 vol/vol), the
system was seen to provide not reliable response when exposed to relative humidity (RH) above
70%, thus representing a noteworthy limitation of the tool described. Two further expansions of
this application were also presented by the same group. The first one adopted the same approach
including the eNose system within a moored buoy in order to combine dynamic (AUV) and static
(buoy) monitoring of a given marine area [19], whereas the second one scaled the payload system
in order to make room for future inclusion of such system within a real-time context of distributed
monitoring [17].
A novel approach to the problem was adopted by Son and colleagues in 2015 [18]. They developed
a bio-eNose consisting of human olfactory receptors, subcloned in pcDNA3 mammalian expression
vectors containing the first 20 amino acids of human rhodopsin (Rho-tag), and single-walled carbon
nanotube field-effect transistor (swCNT-FET). The system functioning was assessed to distinguish the
presence of geosmin and 2-methylisoborneol, compounds produced by bacteria and reliable indicators
of contamination in the water supply system. The approach adopted can be tailored upon the users’
needs also to investigate the presence of contaminants in seawater. The system was demonstrated to
be reliable in detecting the proposed stimuli at concentration as low as 10 ng/L, with the possibility
to assess the presence of both compounds at the same time, thanks to the specific binding between
hOR51S1 and hOR3A4 and geosmin and 2-methylisoborneol, respectively. Very importantly, the
correct classification of the eNose system does not require a specific pre-treatment of water samples,
allowing the use of this solution for rapid monitoring of water quality. The binding between other
olfactory receptors and specific pollutants could enable applying the solution to other, customized
applications and experimental settings.
Recent technological advances allowed researchers to explore new solutions in this specific
field. Internet of Things (IoT), for example, represents a landmark revolution in the field of sensing
and bio-sensing. This promising and extremely actual approach was employed by Climent and
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colleagues [20], which developed a low-cost, portable eNose, named Multisensory Odor Olfactory
System (MOOSY4), for water quality assessment purposes. In that work, the MOOSY4 was employed
for the quality control of bottled water, but can be also used for seawater monitoring. The prototype
was composed of four metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) gas sensors, suitable for the IoT technology,
with a system architecture featuring data acquisition, storage, processing and user interfacing parts.
The volatiles monitored, dimethyl disulphide, dimethyl diselenide, sulphur, were correctly recognized
in 86% of cases, making the system extremely suitable for the purpose it was conceived for, and
potentially applicable to a wide range of volatiles monitoring.
As hydrocarbons are, as reported, the main source of marine environmental pollution, specific
approaches have been recently adopted tailored at this peculiar domain. For example, Aliaño-González
and colleagues [21] used an AlphaMOS eNose combined with chemometrics to identify and
discriminate 444 samples composed 40 μL of different petroleum-derived products (PDPs), including
gasoline, diesel and paraffin, poured on a support and subjected to a natural weathering process by
evaporation for one month. Taking advantage of the use of the linear discriminant analysis allowed
the scientists to perform a correct discrimination of presence/absence of PDP in all cases and of the
different PDPs in 97.7% of samples.
4. Discussion
The problem of environmental pollution is central in today’s society, and full attention is paid by
both National and International Environmental Organisms, as well as researchers, in finding solutions
that can properly respond to the pressing necessity of environmental safeguarding. The extremely
fragile ecosystem represented by marine and coastal areas is continuously threatened by manmade
activities (e.g., ship transits, industrial discharges, etc.) that, in the medium- to long-term, can result in
serious and irreversible consequences for marine areas and their wildlife [22,23].
To this extent, several initiatives, including national and international research projects, task-forces,
position papers, and regulations have been promoted in last decades, many of which highlighting
the need for tailored interventions both in a more preventive sense (monitoring of oil spills, etc.) and
concerning accident remediation [24]. On the edge between these two phases, a number of smart
monitoring systems have been developed in many research centers, to ensure a proper monitoring
of a given area and, at the same time, allowing the possibility to trigger eventual alarms when the
concentration of pollutants or, more specifically, of a single pollutant, exceeds a given safety threshold.
Such solutions are especially useful in marine protected areas, where even the detection of very low
levels of pollutants could enable the competent authorities to undergo quick, effective countermeasures,
often preventing real environmental disasters. Within this framework, the use of low-cost, sensitive
tools, ensuring a fast, real-time, or near real-time response is of particular interest, and this fact paved
the way for the employment of eNose systems for this purpose.
In the last years, several prototypes and products based on this technology have been developed
and employed for seawater monitoring, using different technologies as time flowed.
Among the most widely used technologies, especially in the first works published, are conducting
polymers [11,12], providing good results, but in some cases obtained on a small number of trials or
compounds. However, it is worth noting that such sensors are largely affected by environmental
conditions, that could dramatically impact on the recognition performances of the tool, overall. The
experimental setting is also pivotal with this approach, since the sensors should often be carefully
cleaned after each measurement, reducing their applicability in a real environmental setting for
continuous measurements unless a coupled purging device is used.
Semiconductors, which are the basis of most eNose systems developed to date, were also
employed several times to this extent [13,20,21] and, considering the timeline of existing publications
on the argument, are probably the most actual approach to the problem. Some contrasting results are
present under this technology (e.g., considering the limits highlighted by the work by Goschnik and
colleagues), however, the use of such devices probably guarantees the best performances, to date. The
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main limitation identified under this approach is the need for a well populated reference database to
train the related recognition algorithms, but with the technological developments of recent times the
issue was, in most cases, successfully resolved.
Other approaches retrieved in this domain included the use of photo-ionization
detectors [16,17,19], featuring very fast response times, however displaying significant issues with
high humidity environments and being characterized by high costs, and resistive detectors like the ones
employed by Lozano and colleagues [14] and Herrero and colleagues [15]. The last solution mentioned
is characterized by the strong need to control environmental conditions for the signal stability, a
common problem with most of the other technologies normally employed in this specific field.
Additionally, promising hybrid approaches including a biological part, consisting of human
olfactory receptors, as well as a technological part, were successfully employed by Son and
colleagues [18], possibly opening the way for new explorations to reduce the impact of one of the
most known issues of the eNose systems, that is non-specificity. In fact, thanks to the selective bond
between compound and receptor, this approach could enable the detection of specific compounds,
even though the reversibility of this bond remains questionable. The provision of such devices for new,
promising technologies, including the IoT, as already experimented by Climent et al. [20], could enable
new perspectives, at large in environmental, and specifically in seawater, monitoring.
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